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Abstract

Rosenberg (1965 ¡ 1969) has proposed. that subjects in psychological

experiments are motivated by evaluation apprehension, behaving so as to
receive a positive evaluation from the experimenter. Although conceptual-

problems have been idenÈified with Èhe construct, numerous authors have

argued that evaluation apprehension is the predominant motive in the

laboratory- However, a liteqature review does not support the hypothesis

that the behavioral effects of evaluation apprehension are mediated by

the expectation of, and anxiety over the experimenterrs evaluation.

Examination of the methods used to manipulate evaluation apprehension

suggests that the phenomenon may be reinterpreted within the framework

of the theory of objective self-awaïeness. The purpose of the present

research wãs to investigate this relationship by administering instruc-

tions typical of research on evaluation apprehension, and. observing

their effect on measures of objective self-awareness completed by 160

male and. female subjects

Results provided. general support for the hypothesis that instruc-

tions designed to arouse eval-uation apprehension produce a state of

objective self-awareness accompanied by a negative discrepancy (i.e.,

the expectation of failure). rt was suggested that the behavioural

effects typically associated with eval-uation apprehension may be attrib-

uted to the self-evaluation process accompanying states of objective

self-awareness, rather than the expectation of and arousal over the

e>çerimenter's evaluation. The implications for improving the precision

and accuracy of psychological data were discussed.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTÏON

Rosenberg (1965 ¡ 1969) has proposed that subjects in psychotogi-

cal experiments often experience evaluation apprehension, ,,an anxiety-

toned concern that . [the subject] win a positive evaluation from

the experimenter . . . or at least provid.e no ground.s for a negative

one"(1965, p-18). rn the past several years a great dear of research

has been conducted on subject behaviour in the laboratory, much of it
investigating Rosenberg's formulation. conceptuar problems, such as

the inability to discriminate evaluation apprehension from other: .'ro1es

or motives hypothesized to operate in the laboratory have been id.enti-
fied by some (Adair & schachter, r97o; weber & cook, Lg72). rn spite
of these problems, numerous authors have claimed there is substanti-al

support for Rosenberg's formulation, and that evaluation apprehension

is the predominant role or motíve in the psychological raboratory
(Kingsbury, Stevens & Murray, 1975; Rosenberg, :-:969¡ Rosnow, Goodstad.t,

suls & Gitter, L973¡ sigarr, Aronson & van Hoose, 1972; sirverman &

Shu1man, L97O¡ bteber & Cook, Ig72) .

Christensen (L977) has id.entified three componentsof Rosenbergrs

model: (1) an expectancy component, (2) an arousal component, and (3)

a cueing component. Thusr' subjects presumabry enter the experiment

\'üith the expectation that some aspect of their mental health or person-

ality will be evaluated by the experimenter. This expectancy may or

may not be modified d.uring the course of the experiment depending upon

the experimental instructions, nature of the task, and so on. As a
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resurt of the expectancy, subjects presumably experience an anxiety-
toned concern regarding the evaluation they will receive from the exper-

imenter. In response to the expectancy of evaluation and. resultant

anxiety, subjects are hypothesized to modify their behaviour based upon ,;,,':...1,,,

cues in the experimental situation, so as to receive a positive

evaluation from the experimenter. The greater the evaluation apprehen-

sion e>rperienced, the more the subject is expected. to base behaviour on r.,,..:,

¡',:t,,t:-,,,.t.cues that communicate a healthy, mature image. This latter "cueing ' '

t,t .':',', t'effect" is the final behavioural outcome of the eval-uatíon apprehension ,¡.,,,,'..¡;,

process, and it presumably introduces bias into dependent measures.
l

A review of studies on evaruation apprehension (Appendix a) j

indicates that only. one component of Rosenberg's three-component mod.el i

ihas been supported. The predicted behaviour (i.e, the cueing effect) ,

occurs as a function of differential evaluation apprehension instruc- 
f

Itions (e.9., Blake & Heslin, l_97L¡ Burkhart, Lg76; Campbell & Hannah, j

i

L976¡ Duncan, Rosenberg c Finklestein, 1969¡ Hannah & campbell, L976¡ i
l

Kingsbury et al ., rg75¡ Minor, Lg70¡ Rosenberg, rg6g¡ Rosnow et al., 
r:,,:...:,,,,r.:-t._..-,L973¡ Sigal et aI ., L97O¡ Turner & Simons, Lg74). However, confirma- l,'ì.,.l,j:'i

i,t-.., 
,,,t,,'.

tion of Rosenberg's mod.el requires evidence indicating (a) that manip- 
:,:.,,'.:,,i,t,.':

ulations of evaluation apprehension affect subjectsr expectancies of 
l

evaluation, (b) that arousal occurs as a resÉrlt of this expectancy, and

(c) that the expectation of evaluation and resultant arousal are both ,::: :

i:.iìii::;,i,neceSSaryandsufficientfortheoccurrenceofthecueingeffect.

Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence available regarding the

expectancy component: rt has been assessed only incidentally by 
r

lsingle-item manipuration checks that for the most part are only peripher- 
i,.: : : :

i,.'i''.:,-- ,:'.,
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ally related to it (e.g., concern over performance) . The arousal

component of evaluation apprehension has been somewhat more fulry

investigated, yet resurts are generalry not supportive. Although three

studies using self-report measures have Èound increased anxiety

associated htith high evaluation apprehension instructions (Hannah e

campbell ' 1976; Henchy & Grass, Lg6g; Rosenberg, L96gt p.3r2) a number

of other stud.ies using self-report measures (Burkhart, Lg76; rnnes &

Young, 1975¡ Minor., !97O¡ Turner & Simons , Lg74) as well as physiologi-

cal measures (christensen, L977¡ Henchy & Glass, L96g¡ paurus, Annis &

Reisner, in press) have found no association between evaluation appre-

hension manipulations and levels of anxiety and arousal. Ho\n¡ever, in

each of the stud.ies above that investigated the cueing component,

behavioural effects were observed independent of reported or measured

arousal.

In summary' while the predicted behaviours occur as a function

of differentj-al evaluation apprehension instructions, there is little

evidence that they are due to the theoreticäl antecedents propo,sed by

Rosenberg; subjects demonstrate the cueing effect but this effect does

not appear to be mediaÈed by their expectancies of evalution and exper-

ience of arousal. From extensive research iÈ may only be concluded. that

certain manipulations affect subjects' use of cues which indicate how

to do well on the task. However, the process mediating this behaùiour

is as yet undetermined.

An alternative theoretical approach to this phenomenon may be

found in Duval and Wicklund,s (Lg72; lficklund, Lg75) theory of objective

.j.&¿lL:l j:.í:,:íii.:;tji;+Íìïil
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self-awareness. sriefíy, this theory proposes that conscious attention
is dichotomous, being directed toward the self (the state of objective
self-awareness)or toward. the environment (the state of subjective se]f-
awareness). Any stimulus which reminds a person of his or her status as

an object (e.9., seeing one's reflection.in a mirror) will encourage

self-focussing and produce a state of objective self-awareness (v,Iicklund,

L97s) .

The'onset of objective self-a\,\¡areness initiates a self-evaluation
process during which the actuar self is compared to some idear or

standard on the dimension most salient at the time. rf the comparison

results in a negative discrepancy (i.e., actual performance farrs short
of the standard) then heightened. negatíve affect is experienced

(scheier & carver, rg77) and there are attempts to reduce the dÍscrep-
ancy and/or avoid stimuli that encourage self-focussing. rf the standard

is met, a positive discrepancy is experienced leading to heightened

positive affect (scheier & Carver, Lg77) and the individual seeks out,
or at least does not avoid, stimuli that encourage objective self-
avrareness (Davis & Brock , Ig74; !ùicklund., Ig75) .

Evaluation Apprehension or Self-Awareness

Examination of manipulations of evaluation apprehension suggests

that high evaluation apprehension instructions encourage a state of
objective self-awareness, whereas low evaLuation apprehension instruc-
tions facilitate a state of subjective self-awareness. High evaLuation

apprehension instructions which state, for example, that the research is
concerned with picking out emotionally rnaladjusted students (Rosenberg,

L969, pp'311-312) clearly ind.icate that observation and. evaluation will
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occur on an individuar- level, make salient the dimension upon which

evaluation will occur, and introduce the possibirity that the subject

will do poorly (í.e., experience a negative d.iscrepancy). In contrast,
low eval-uation apprehension instructions which ind.icate the purpose of
the research is to deverop a model of social perception processes, and

eçlicit1y state interest only in group results (Rosenberg, L969r pp.

31r-312) take the focus off the individual and. do not ind.icate any

dimension for evaluation' nor the possibility of a negative discrepancy.

From a theoretical perspective it is likely that these instruc-
tions would result in different states of seLf-aurareness. Wicklund

(L975) has noted that "the knowledge of being attend.ed. to by others

shoul-d - . . create a set towards serf-observation. the serf
readily comes to the fore when the person realizes that the attention
of the audience is on some feature of the self." (p.234) . In addition,
Duval and WickhJrrd (1972) have noted. that the experimenterrs ,,control

[and observation] of the subject's behaviour impries to the subject

that he is an object in the world. and is thus a strong stimulus to
self-awareness" 1p-2g). These statements suggest that Rosenberg,s

method of arousing or d.ecreasing evaluation apprehension affects
levels of self-awareness as indicated above. Research conducted within
the context of sociar facil-itation theory has l_ed to similar conjec-

tures by others (carver & scheier, rgTg; Liebting & shaver, rg73) .

However, the hypothesis that evarüation apprehension instructions

äffect levels of self-awareness has not been empÍricalry tested.

The present study was d.esigned to address this question. rt \^¡as

expected that compared to sr:bjects given low evaluation apprehension



instructions, those given high evaruation apprehension instructions

would experience heightened self-aï/areness. rt was also predicted that
subjects administered high eval-uation apprehension instructions would

experience a negative discrepancy when not exposed to cues indicating
how to do well on the task, and experience a positive discrepancy when

provided with such cues. These issues were investigated by nanipulating
(a) whether subjects received instructions designed to produce high or
low evaluation apprehension (after Rosenberg, 1969), (b) the presence

'or absence of cues indicating how to do werl on the task, and. (c)

whether or not subjects r¡lere exposed to a mirror while completing the

dependent measure.

Following the reasoning of Davis and Brock (Lg75) the major

dependent measure permitted an assessment of the frequency of self-
reference in a sentence construction task. rt was assumed that in a

task where subjects were required to start their sentence constructions

with either personal (ï or we) or impersonal (he, she¡ they, or you)

pronouns, the choice of pronoun would reflect subjectå:r state of aware-

ness and the nature of the discrepancy. Subjects.whose attelntion was

focussed ínward and who \^Iere e>q)eriencing a positive discrepancy \¡reïe

expected to make greater use of personal pronouns than those who were

in a state of self-ar^rareness and experiencing a negative discrepancy

( ttre latter subjects were expected to avoid personal pronouns as a
means of minimizing self-awareness), or those subjects in a state of
sub jective self-awareness.

Based upon this anaiysis, seven hypotheses, each refrecting a

one degree-of-freedom contrast, were generated:

I

L::]

i1
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(1) rn general, subjects exposed to the mirror wirr produce

more self-references than wilr subjects not e:çosed to the mirror.
(2) In the absence of a mirror, there wil] be no difference j-n

personal pronoun use between subjects given low evaluation apprehension

instructions who are provided with cues unrelated to pronoun use, and

those given low evaluation apprehension instructions without cues since

both groups will be in a state of subjective self-awareness.

(3) rn the presence of a mirror, a similar lack of d.ifference

between the low evaluation apprehension,/cues present and low evaluatíon

apprehension/cues absent conditions wí1l be observed.

(4) rn the absence of the mirror, the two row evaluation appre-

hension conditions referred to in Hypothesis 2 will not differ from a

high evaluation apprehension/cues absent condition. Although subjects

in the latter cell will be in a state of objective sel-f-ah¡areness, they

will be e>çeriencing a negative discrepancy.

(5) rn the presence of a mirror, the two low evaluation appre-

hension conditions referred to in Hypothesis 3 witl- result in greater

personal pronoun use than wilr the high evaluation apprehension/cues

absent condition, since subjects in the latter condition will be experi-

encing a negative discrepancy while those in the former cond.itions

wirl experience heightened self-awareness due to the mirror but no

negative d.iscrepancy.

(6) rn the absence of the mirror, subjects in the high evarua-

tion apBrehension condition who are given cues unrelated to pronoun use

will produce more seLf-references than subjects in the high evaluation

apprehension/cues absent condition or subjects in the two low evaluation

apprehension conditions

;. .:,.



(7) fn the presence of the mirror, subjects in the high

evaruation/cues present condition wil-t utirize a greater number of

personar pronouns than other subjects exposed to the mirror. These

hypotheses are summarized and represented in Tab1e I.

Table I

Hypothesized state of self-Awareness, Nature of ÐiscrepilÌcy, and Fre-

quency of Personal Pronoun Use as a Function of Mirror Presence, Eval-

uation Apprehension (EA) and cue presence.

No Mirror Mirror

High EA Loh/ EA High EA Low EA

Cues None Cues None Cues None, Cues None

Objective (oSA)
OT

Subjectirve (SSA)
self-Awareness osA osA ssA ssA osA osA osA osA

Positive (P) or
Negative (N)
DiscrepancyPNpNpp

Increase or Not
in Personal
Pronouns Yes No No No yes No yes yes

In contast to the predictions above, Èhe evaluation apprehension

model would hypothesize no differences between groups. Neither levels

of evaluation apprehensionr. the presence or absence of cues (unrelated

to personar pronouns) the presence or absence of the mirror, nor their
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interactions should affect personal pronoun use, since there is nothing
inherently good or healthy in more than a chance level of self-
reference.

secondary measures includ.ed. an assessment of subjects' attribu-
tions for their experimental performance. since a state of objective
self-awareness has been related to an increase in self-attribution (Buss

& scheier, 1976¡ Duval e wicklund, rg73) it was expected that both the
presence of the mirror and high evaluation apprehension instructions
would result in greater self-attribution. once again, the evaluation

apprehension model would make no predictions of group differences.

Another secondary measure, the time subjects require to complete

the experimental task was e>çected. to be affected by both the cues on

how to do well (which told subjects that fast performance was desirabl-e)

and subjects' state of seLf-awareness. Thus, it was expected. that sub-

jects exposed to the cues ín the high eval-uation apprehension condition
and'/ot in the mirror condition would require less time to complete the

task than subjecÈs e>çosed to the cues in the r_ow evaruation apprehen-

sion/mirror absent condition. The latter group of subjects \^¡ere

expected to perform no faster than subjects in the no cues condition.
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METHOD

Subjects and E>rperimenters

subjects were 173 mal-e and female introductory psychology

students who participated in order to partially fulfill a course

requirement. The data from 13 subjects were discarded prior to

scoring due to either a fail-ure to follow experimental ínstructions, or

suspiciousness over some aspect of the e><perimental instructions as

indicated on the post-e><perimental questionnaire. The remaining go

subjects of each sex were randomly assigned to conditions within the

constraint that there would be equal nr:nibers within each ce1l of the

design.

The experimenters were tv/o male psychology students in their mid

20t s- one was an honours studentr the other a graduate student. The

experimenters hlere bLind to the purpose of the erçeriment, the hypotheses,

and. the exact nature of the major dependent variable.

Design and Expefimental Setting

The experiment consisted of a 25 fully-crossed factorial design,

lvith the independent variables being: (a) mirror presence or absence,

(b) hiqh or low evaluation apprehension instructions, (c) cue presence

or absence, (d) sex of subject, and (e) experimenter. A1l factors

were between-subjects .

The experimental room contained a large (I.93 m x I.32 m)

one-r^ray mirror set permanentry in the wall with the reflective sid.e

facing the experimental room. Directly against the base of the mirror

: ; jT:-gi'=:L'i:i.: :È:._.iíI-li::;:-"r:i:::::iïii

10
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I¡/as a table at which the sr-rbject was seated facing the mirror. In front

of the subject was a tape-recorder (used to deliver instructions), 6l
index cards turned face-down, a pencil- and several sheets of b]ank

paper. To the right and srightly to the rear of the subiiéct's seat

hrere the experimenterts table and chair. The ratter were out of the

subject's view when the subject faced ahead., and were not visible in

the mirror's reflection from the subject's position.

Procedure

Subjects were tested indívidually. In the inirror .Þresent condi-

tion the sr-rbjectrs attention was immediately directed toward the mirror.

The subject was told that manlz people had been distracted by the mirror,

wondering if anyone was watching them during the experiment. The sr-lb-

ject was assured that no one would be watching, and this was supple-

mented by showing the subject that rthe observation room was empty, that

the observation sid.e of the mirror was covered with a screen, and by

reaving the door to the observation room ajar. post-e>æerimental

questionlng confirmed that subjects did not think the mirror was

connected with the research. In the Iilirror ä,bsent condition nothing

was said about the mirror since it was completely covered with blank

white paper.

Upon being seated each subject was told that the instructions

\^Iere on the tape-recorder (see Appendix B). The experimenter turned

on the tape-recorder and withdrew to his seat. The subject was then

told:

The study you are participating in today involves the collection of

. some survey data. Your task today is called a sentence construction
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task. on the desk in front of you, you wilr find a pencir, some

paper, and a stack of 6t cards turned. face down. once the

experiment begins, the card.s are to be turned over one at a time.

on each card is a past-tense verb and six pronouns. your task

will be to construct and write down a sentence that begins with
one of the pronouns, and uses the verb on the card. Do not think
about the sentence for too long; just write d.own the first sentence

that comes into your mind.

The order of the pronouns was randomized

was used. to provide two sample sentences,

the second with we (See Appendix F for a

sets) .

for each card. The top card

the first starting with he,

listing of the verb-pronoun

The subject in the high þ.varuation apprehension condition was

toLd the sentence construction task \^ras a recently deveroped test of
general intelligence, and that research had indicated scores on it were

related to other tests of generar interrigence. The purpose of the

current session, the subject was informed, was to further devel0p the

sentence construction task as an instrument for picking out from the

university population those individuals unsuitable for university
training and degrees. This explanation v¡as particularly credible for
many students, since the introduction of Engtish proficiency screening

tests was being discussBd on campus at the time. The taped instructions
continued stating that in ord.er to accomplish our purpose, the subject,s
score on the sentence construction task would. be compared to marks in
psychology and to overall GPA. Each was requèsted to put his/her fuIl
name and student r.D. nr¡mber on al_l materiars, and was assured that
their grade in psychorogy and standing in university wourd not be
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affected by their performance in the experiment.

The subject in the Low evaluation apprehension condition was told
that the task concerned integrating into a more simplified modeL, the

various dimensions involved in temporal-J-inguistic expressive processes,

and that this woul-d be accomprished by a method statisticians call_

stochastic-inferential mathematicaL modelling. They were told that the
purpose of the session was to d.evelop mathematical formulae and.

samplíng distributions to describe these processes. subjects were asked

not to put their name or other identification on any materials as

interest was in group results. Both sets of evaluation apprehensions

were based very crosely upon Rosenberg (1969) modified so as to be

consistent with the experimental task.

After having derivered the task instructions and one set of
evaluation apprehension instructions, the tape-recording continued for
the subject in the cues present condition by stating that there should

be no trouble finishing the task within the time-limits of the one-hour

experiment- The subject was informed that arthough people from the
general population usually required as much as 40 to 50 minutes to
complete the task, university students usually need.ed no more than 30

minutes, and that some were able to finish the task within as rittle
as 15 minutes- Pretesting had indicated that virtually all subjects were

abre to finish within this time rimit without diffficurty. These

latter instructions were omitted for the subject in the cues absent

condition- rn both cond.itions, a crock was visible to the subject.

once the instructions ì^rere completed, the experimenter turned
off the tape-recorder and ascertained that thesubjedt had understood the
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instructions- The experimenter then asked the subject to proceed with
the remaining 60 cards and returned to his desk. The experimenter

unobtrusively assessed the time until task completion by means of a

stopwatch hidden in the desk. Following compretion of the task, the

subject was given a post-experimentar questionnaire containing

secondary measures, manipulation checks and suspiciousness assessments.

upon compleÈion of the session, the subject was informed of the

deceptions associated with the evaluation apprehension and cues instruc-
tions. The purpose of the study and. the nature of the dependent

measure v¡ere not discrosed. immediately fol10wing the experimenÈ. in
order to minimize the possibirity that this information might be

communicated to future subjects. The importance of not díscussing the

experiment with anyone else was al-so stressed.. Forlowing completion of
the study a complete description of its purpose and results was mailed

to each subject.

Post-Experimental euestionnaire

Aside from speed of performance, alr secondary measures, manipu-

Iation checks and assessments of suspiciousness were obtained on the
post-experimental questionnaire (see Appendix c). The questionnaire

contained ten items, each presented on a separate sheet of paper so that
items appearing later in the questi-onnaire could not influence responses

to earlier questions. secondary measures and manipulation checks con-

stituted the first four items. The first item asked subjects to indi_
cate (on seven-point scales) how they felt with regard to the following:
(a) anxious, (b) self-conscious, (c) cooperative, (d) d.efiant., (e)

apprehensive; (f) concerned over how r would. do, (s) like r was being

:i'..:...'.1.1
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evaluated. Subsequent items asked subjects to indicate on seven-point

scales how well they expected. to do when they started the task, how well

they thought they were doing during the. task, the degree to

which they felt their e4gerimentar behaviour was influenced by: (a)

the type of person they were, (b) the type of person the experimenter

\^Ias' (c) the nature of the experimental task, and 
lU) how any person

in a psychology task would. act. (Assessing attribution to the self, the

experimenter, the task, and. the subject role, respectively).

The final six items of the questionnaire constituted. a 'funnel'
type (Page, 1968) suspiciousness questionnaire. Briefly, these

questions concerned subjects' perceptions of the experimental purpose,

whether they thought the experimenter wanted them to make up sentences

in any particular way, if they thought they were. to use some of the

pronouns more often than others, if they felt they had. been decéÍved

in the experiment, if they thought the mirror had anything to do with

the experiment (mirror present cond.ition only) and if they had. heardor

read of similar experiments. Data were discarded. from analysis if the

subject indicated that pronoun choice had been made on a systematic

basis (e.9., always using the first pronoun on the index card) , or if

the subject had specific suspicions regarding the experimental

instructions.

i,;'.,:.
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RESULTS

The effectiveness of the'evaluation apprehension manipulation was

assessed by multivariate analysas of variance (UeUOVa) on the self_report
measures of anxiety, apprehensiveness, cor¡ceïn over perfoi:rnance and feèl-
ings of evaluation. The analysis indicated. a sigrnificant effect for
evaluation apprehension on the set of measures, E(4,L25) = 3.1g, p ( .016.

Examination of the standardized discriminant weights (sD$r's), an assess-

ment of each measurers nonredundant contribution to multivariate group

differences, indicates the effect was solely attributable to subjectsr

concern over performance (SDW = .64) and feelings of evalution (SÐW = .56),
with reported anxiety and apprehensiveness not discriminating between

groups (both sDW's 'l.oo ll . univariate resurts hrere consistent with this
pattern. As expected, subjects in the high evaluation apprehension

condition reported greater concern over perforlnance, (M = 4.2) and fel_t

more evaluated (M = 4.8) than did subjects in the lov¡ evaluation apprehen-

sion condition (M,s = 3.3 and 3.9, respectively). Thus, the maniputration

had effects typical of many previous stud.ies: subjects felt more concerned

over their performance and felt more evaluated in the high evaluation
apprehension condition. However, once again no support \^ras found for the

arousal component of Rosenbergrs (1969) mod.el as assessed by the self_
reports of anxiety and apprehgnsiveness.

rt hras expected that subjects provided with speed of performance cues

would experience a positive discrepancy and hence would report greater

l.t::::'.':::
i:. : .t, ::
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success at the task than would subjects not exposed to these cues.

Based upon this reasoning the effectiveness of manipulating cue

presence \^¡as assessed by IvIANOVA on (a) subjects' retrospective reports
of the degree of success expected at the start of the Èask, and (b)

subjects I perceptions of success achíeved v¡tril-e doing- the

task- overall, mares reported greater success than females, F(2 ,L27)

= 4-15, p < .018- Hovrever, as the significant interaction of subject
sex with cue presence indicated ïF(2,I27) = 2.9g, p <.0541 this main

effect may be attributed to males having shown the expected reaction,to
the provision of cues (increased perceived success), and females the
opposite (see Tabte 2). The two measures contributed approximatery

equally to this'effect (sD!ürs=0.64 and 0.53 for expected and achieved.

success, respectively). Thus, a positive discrepancy was rikely induced

for males only- No other significant resurts were observed on these

measures

Table 2

Mean Reported Expected and Achieved. success as a Function

of presence of Cues and Sex of Subject

MaLe Female

Measure

Expected

Achieved

Cues

5.7

5.2

No Cues Cues

5.2

4.9

4.4

4.3

No Cues

5.2

4.8

The effect of the mirror manipulation was examined by a univari-
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ate analysis of variance on self-reported self-consciousness. Resurts
indicated an i-nteraction of the mirror with sex of subject, F(r ,r2g) =

4'93, p <.028. Males reported more self-consciousness in the mirror
present condition (M = 4.4) than in the mirror absent condition (M =
3-6) whereas femares unexpectedly reported the reverse (M's = 3.2 and

3.7 for the mirror present and absent, respectively). However, there
\^reïe several hígher-order, uninterpretabr-e interactions which quarify

1this result,' indicating that in general the mirror manipulation did
not have its intend.ed effect upon subjects (see Appendix G).

Frequency of personal pronoun Use

Frequency of personal pronoun use was analyzed by a univariaÈe
analysis of variance. The variance corresponding to the main and

interaction effects for the three independent variables of primary
interest, i.e., the mirror presence, evaluation apprehension and cue

presence manipurations (acco'nting for seven degrees-of-freedom) was

partitioned to represent the seven hypotheses of the study. Experi-
menter and sex of subject were full-y crossed with each other and with
the seven a priori contrasts so that ar-r between-subject variance in
the moder was accounted for. The seven contrasts, in the same order as

the otiginàl hypotheses, are presented in Tabre 3. The trials effect
(number of personal pronouns per block of 20 sentences) was examined by

MANOW\, with the dependent measures being (a) the change in frequency

of personal pronoun use from block I to bl_ock 2, and (b) the change in
personal pronoun use from the average of bl0cks I and 2 to bl_ock 3.

As might be expected on the basis of the mirror manipuration

check, analysis of contrast r indicated. a fai]ure to repricate the
''1. jil:tiì;lìil

i.. j::.:. ___:
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Table 3

Mean Frequency of personal pronoun use and a priori contrasts as a

Function of Mirror presence, Evaluation Apprehension (EA), Cue

Presence and Sex of Subject

Mirror presence

High EA Low EA

subject cues No cues cues No cues cues No cues cues No cues

Male 28.8 23.6 2L.g 23.2 27.3 23.g 24.4 2L.6

Female 2L.7 2I.5 22.O 24.3 25.g 2L.3 24.3 22 .4

CelINo. 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

Contrasts: (refer to cell numbers above)

(I) Cells I + 2 + 3 + 4 vs. Ce1ts 5 + 6 + 7 +g

(2) Cell 3 vs. Cetl 4

(3) Cell 7 vs. CeIl 8

(4) CelI 2 vs. (Cells 3 + 4)
2

(5) CeIl 6 vs. (Celts 7 + B)
2

(6) CeIl L vs. (Cells 2 + 3 + 4)
3-

(7) Cell 5 vs. (Cells 6 + 7 + 8)
3

Mirror ^Absent

High EA Low EA
l) i; ':::ì
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mirror effect found in previous studies, E < 1. This contrast inter_
acted with experimenter, F(l,L2g) = 5.43r p < .OzL, such that one

experimenter obtained results in the predicted direction (Mts = 24.9

and, 22.2 for the mirror present and absent, respectively) while the
second experimenter obtained the reverse effect (M's = 22.9 and 24.9

for the mirror present and absent, respectively).

As expected, there was no difference in the frequency of personal
pronoun use as a function of cue presence in the l_ow evaluation appre_

hension conditions (contrasts 2 and 3) , (both prs > .24). rn addition,
as predicted for the mirror absent cond.ition, the average of these two

low evaluation apprehension condítions did not differ from the high
evaluation apprehension,/cues absent condition (Contrast 4), F < l.
similarly, no difference was observed. on the analogous contrast in the
mirror present condition (contrast 5), F < r, ar-though a difference hras

expected as a function of exposure to the mirror and a positive dis-
crepancy in the low evaluation apprehension conditions.

Examination of the rast two contrasts permits a test of the
major hlpothesis of the study; that high evaluation apprehension

instructions induce a state of objective self-ar^¡areness, and. that this
staÈe is refl-ected in personal pronoun usage when s.bjects are also
experiencing a positive discrepancy due to exposure to cues. Examina-

tion of the cerrs in the mirror present condition (contrast 7) provide

complete support for the hypothesis, F (l,I2g) = 4.63, p < .033. Sub_

jects in the high evaruation apprehension/cues present condition used

personal pronouns to a greater extent (M = 26.6) than did subjecùs in
the three other mirror present conditions (E = 23.0). Examination of

i:.::::'i
t..:.1
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the mirror absent analog to this contrast (Contrast 6) provides addi_
tional, but not complete support for the major hypothesisi overal_lr

there was no difference in personar pronoun use betvreen the high evaru_

ation apprehension/cues present condition and the three other mirror .,,,,,.

absent conditions with which it was compared 1p < .17). However, as the
significant interaction of this contrast with sex of subject ind.icates,

[F(1'128) = 4'72r p < .032], the expected effect was obtained for mares.when ,,t,.,, .,
.;.:¡-:':::'

the mirror was absent, mares in the high evaruation apprehension/cues

present condition prod.uced a greater nr¡niber of personal pronouns (M =

28-8) than did mar-es inthe three other mirror absent cond.itions (M =

22'9); for femares no differences were observed (see Table 3).
Finally, when the mirror was absent, the contrast of the high

eval-uation apprehension/cues present condition with the average of
the three other cerrs (contrast 6) was not constant over triars (F(2,
L27) = 3-o2r p <.o52. Examination of person¡ar pronoun use per brock of
20 trials (Tab1e 4) indicates that in all conditions there was little
change from the first to the second. brock of triars (sDv^l = .22) . Ho\4¡-

ever, the high evaluation apprehension/cues present condition did show

an appreciabre decrease from the average of blocks l_ and. 2 to brock 3,

while the other mirror absent cells showed no change over trials (sD¡rl =

-97) - This resutt may indicate that the impact of high evaruation

apprehension instructions dissipated over time. Alternatively, subjects
may have deliberately reduced personar pronoun use on r-ater trials
after observing the degree to which they were employed in earl-ier triars.
The latter interpretation is consistent with remarks made by some sub_

jects on the post-experimental questionnaire. 2

I 
i:.):ì"i,.Ìrr :i ,: :.
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Table 4

Mean Frequency of personal pronoun use per Block of 20 Trials
as a Function of Evaluation Apprehension (ea¡ and Cue

presence when the Mirror was Absent

Mirror Absent

Block

High EA

Cues No Cues

Low EA

Cues No Cues

ir 1.-'; ' -,
'.-: ' .

:

I

2

3

9.2 7.6

8.5 7 .5

7.6 7.5

7 .3 8.1

7.4 7.5

7.7 8-4

rn srmmary, analysis of the major dependent measure indicates
predictions regrarding two of the seven ,contras.s'v¡-ere not,supported,
However, both these contrasts concerned the effects of the mirror man-

ipulation only, and thus are not criticat to the major hypothesis of the
study' of the remaining five contrasts, all of which were relevant to
the major hlpothesis, four received complete support and the fifth
received support for male subjects only. In greneral, the pattern of
resu]ts indicate that high evaluation apprehension instructions increase
objective self-awareness, and that the provisi-on of cues induces a

positive discrepancy so that this state is reflected in the frequency

of personal pronour¡ use.

Speed of performance

Analysis of the amo'nt of time taken to comprete the task showed
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an unexpected significant effect for evaluation apprehension, F(1 rL2g)

= 12'24, P <.0007- Exarnination of the relevant means ind.icates that
subjects took ress time to complete the task in the tow (M = lg.5 mins.)

as compared to the high evaruation apprehension cond.ition (M = 22.L

mins.).

This result may be attributabre to an increase in generarized

arousal above some optimar Level in the high evaluation apprehension

condition' as per the Yerkes-Dgdson (190g) law. However, self-reports
on anxiety and apprehensiveness presented earlier do not support this
interpretation- A more parsimonious interpretation is that concern

over performance and thoughts about self- or other evaluation distracted
subjects and imped.ed speed. of performance in the high evaluation
apprehension condition.

As expected subjects receiving cues referring to response time

tended to take less time on the task (M = 19.3 mins.) than did those not
receiving cues (M = 21.3 mins.), F (l,l2g) = 3.23r p < .O75. VÍhile

these resul-ts indicate sLrbjects used the cues to some extent when

responding, the effect is not as strong as might be e>rpected. one

possible explanation for this is that the response time mentioned. in the

cues (15 to 30 mins-) was designed to allow subjects to feel they courd

easily finish in time and thus experience a positive discrepancy. The

fact that speed of performance was well within these rimits even in the

cues absent condition suggests that subjects provided with cues may

have felt little need to hurry and thus did not make a maximum effort.
This interpretation may also explain the faiture to find the expected

interactions of cues presence with evaruation apprehension and with
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mrrror presence.

Other Results

Analysis of subjects I self-attributions did not indicate the

expected effect for evaluation apprehension or the mirror, yielding

only a significant effect for experimenter, F (1,I2g) = 4.LLr B < .O45,

with e>çerimenter l prod.ucing less self-attribution (M = 5.0) than did

experimenter 2 (M : 5.6) (see Appendix G).

As indicated. earlier, MANOVA was conducted on sr:bjectsr ratings

of anxiety, apprehensiveness, concern ovei perförmance and feelings of
evaluation- In contrast to the effects of high evaluation apprehension

instructions, sr:bjects were ress concerned over performance (sDW = 1.0)

when exposed to the.mirror (M = 3.3) than when not (M = 4.3), F (L,I2S)

= 3-27r p < -or4- No other variables contributed to univariate or

multivariate group differences for this effect.

Analysis also indicated a muttivariate interaction of evaLua-

tion apprehension, cue presence and. sex of subject lE (4rL2s) = 3.56,

g <.OO9l, in which 9ïoup differences \^¡ere maximized by the contrast of

concern over performance on the one hand (so!'J = +.gg) and feelings of
evaluation on the other (sDvu = -.73¡ al-r other sDüt,s <l.z+l). Examin-

ation of group means (Table 5) indicates that mares, feelings of

evaluation \Àlere determined by both the evaluation apprehension and cue

presence manipulations. Even when the 10w evaluation apprehension

instructions indicated that individual evaluation would not occur, the

provision of cues suggesting a dimension of evaluation made mafes feel

as though they were being eval-uated. Ho$¡ever, this increase in feeL-

ings of evaruation was not accompanied by increased concern over

r:: ;i-,
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perfoflnance, so that males v¡ere actually least concerned in the low

evaluation apprehension/cues present condition. rn contrast, femalesr

feerings of evaluation reflect only the difference in evaluation

apprehension instructions and were unaffected by the provision of cues.

However, their concern over performëÌnce was affected by the presence

of cuesr such that femares in the row evaluation apprehension

condition were more concerned over perfonnance when gíven cues than

when not.

Table 5

Mean self-Reported Feelings of Evaluation and concern over

Performance for the rnteraction of Evaluation Apprehension

(gA) , ,Cue.. Fresence and Sex of Subject

HiSh EA Low EA

Measure sex of sr:bject cues No cues cues No cues

Evaluation

Concern

Male

Female

Male

FemaIe

4.7 5.3 4.4 3.2

4.6 4.8 4.L 4.I

4.2 4.2 2.5 3.5

3.8 4.7 4.3 3.1

These differences between the sexes may in part reflect percep-

tions of success as a function of cue presence (reported earr-ier) as

males associated gnceater success and females less success, with the
provision of cues- rn any case, the.fact that the sexes reacted differ-
ently to the two measures, and. in particul_ar that concern over
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performance was heightened und.er conditions where there was relatively
little feeling of evaluation, sugrgests that subjectsr rated feelings
of evaluation represent cognizance of external evaluation, whire ratings
of concern over perforflEnce reflect the self-evaluation process hypothe-

sized to be associated with the onset of objective self-awaïeness.

An evaluation of the varidity of frequency of personar pronorrn

use as a measure of self-awareness \¡vas assessed by examination of its
relationship to subjects' ratings of other measures. As wourd be

er<pected from the perspective taken in this study, personal pronoun use

correlated significantly with both serf-attributions r(r5g) - .L6,
p < .044, and perceptions of achieved success, r(I5g) = .15, p ( .051.

More importantry, the interaction of these two variabres (represented

by their product vector) correlated somewhat more strongly wíth personal

pronoun use r(158) - -23, p. < .003, than did either of the two measures

singry. such a result wourd be expected if personar pronoun use

refrected an increase in serf-focus coupred with a positive discrepancy.

For descriptive purposes, this interaction was investigated by assign-
ing sr:bjects to one of four groups according to ratings on each of the

self-attribution and success measures; subjects rating themselves low
(from one to tftt.") on the seven-point scale, and those rating t¡emselves

high (from five to seven) - consistent with the conceptuarization und.er-

lying use of the personar pronoun measure, those subjects rating them-

selves high on both variables (n = 73) used more personal pronouns

(M = 25.9) than did those rating themselves low on both variables (n =
6, 4 = 22-3), low on success and high on self-attribution, (n = 16, M

= 22-4) or vice versa (n = 14, M = 2I.6). Unexpectedly, personal pro_

noun use did not correlate with self-rated self-consciousness.
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These resurts give some indication that the personal pronoun

measure is a valid measure of self-avrareness when there ís a positive
discrepancy. Hoh¡ever, these results are not conclusive given the

failure of the measure to be affected by the mirror manipulation. For

thi-s reason a second. sample of subjects were tested.

Twenty-seven male and 28 female introd.uctory psychology students

who had not participated in the major study r¡¡ere given the 60 verb-

pronoun sets used earlier. Subjects were told the study concerned the

collection of some survey data. For each verb-pronoun set they were

asked to write down the first sentence that came to mind that started.

with one of the pronouns and used the verb. After compreting the 60

sentences' subjects \^lere given an unlabelled copy of the self-conscious-

ness scale ( Fenigstein, schéier & Buss, Lg75), which through the

private self-consciousness subscale, assesses the individual difference
analog to a stÊte of objective self-awareness (Carver & Scheier , IgTg).

(See Appendix E and F for proced.ures and measures.) Resul-ts confirmed

the validity of the personal pronoun measure; higher scores on the

private self-consciousness subscale \i¡ere associated with a greater fre-
quency of personal pronoun use, r (53) = .35r p ( .005, one_tail_ed.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

T\^/o general- classes of findings warrant extensive discussion.

The first concerns the centrar hypothesis that. instructions used to
influence evaluation apprehension actually affect 1evels of objective

self-awareness. The second concerns the fairur" ao repricate the

typical effect of the mirror on a nrunber of measures.

Evaluation Apprehension and Self-Awareness

The results supported the hypotheses that high evaluation appre-

hension instructions increase levels of objectíve self-asareness and

that this would be evidenced in frequency of personal pronoun use onry

when subjects h¡ere experiencing a positive discrepancy due to the pro-

vision of cues. This result was obtained for mares generally, and for
females when exposed. to the mirror.

The finding that subjects I frequency of personal pronoun use \¡ras

unaffected in the absence of cues indicates that high evaluation

apprehension instructions in isolation ind.uce self-awareness and a

negative discrepancy. Results arso indicated that in addition to
affecting subjects' cognizance of external evaluation, the high evalu_

ation apprehension instructions increased subjects' conceïn over

performance as a resurt of a serf-evaluation process, as woul_d. be

predicted by objective self-awareness theory. Although not inconsis-

tent with the evaluation apprehension approach, a serf-eval_uation

process would not be predicted by that theory since it places ar1

emphasis on the experimenterrs evaluation.

':: : . --
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Similarly, the evaluation apprehension model cannot account for

the results on frequency of personal pronoun use. Although it may

appear that the present study merely demonstrated a cueing effect on the

pronoun measure, this is ctearty not the case. There was no indication

to subjects that personal pronouns in particular were of interest in

the study, and. \r¡hen questioned. post-erçerimentally none indicated that

they perceived a positive evaluation was associated with increased

self-referencei an association which is neceSsary if evaluation appre-

hension is to provide a viable interpretation.

The only finding inconsistent with the major hypothesis was that

females in the mirror absent condition fai]ed to increase their use of

personal pronouns as a function of high evaluation apprehension

instructions and cue presence. A post hoc analysis suggests that

females reacted to the cues with a resser expectation of success,

possibly because the cues changed their perception of the task require-

ments from concern with verbai skilrs to a ress sex-appropriate

emphasis on speed of performance. rn addition, females not exposed to

the mirror vrere relativeLy concerned. over their performance. These

observations suggest that females in these conditions werê experiencing

a negative discrepancy, and would not increase personar pronoun use

since it would only maintain or increase already unpleasant levels of

ob jective self-arnrareness .

Females in the high evaluation apprehension/cues present condi-

tion who were exposed to the mirror, although expecting no greater

d.egree of success than females not exposed to the mirror, were ress

concerned over perfornËrnce possibly (as discussed below) because the
i'itl:;,':r--.1..:,
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mirror actuarr-y served to ressen serf-awareness. This rerative ]ack
of concern conceivably permitted these subjects to express their seLf-
awareness, somewhat heightened by the evar_uation apprehension instruc_
tions, vüithout finding it excessively unpleasant. Further studies
manipulating the nature of the discrepancy for both sexes are necessary
to investigate this interpretation.

The Mirror Effect

There are severar possibre reasons for the failure to repricate
the mirror effect- of greatest concern, of course, is that the failure
to replicate may be due to the insensitivity of personal pronoun

usage to differences in leveLs of objective serf-ahiareness. This altern-
ative appears unlikely for several reasons. Firs,t, éorrelatlonsqrfü.th
the private self-consciousness scale confírmed. that the degree to which
an individuar- is self-aware is rerated to frequency of personal pronoun
use- seoond, several self-report measures conceptuafr-y rerated to
objective serf-awareness were also unaffected by the mirror (ser_f_

attributions), showed a complex pattern of uninterpretable resurts for
the mirror (the higher order interactions invor_ving the mirror on

reported self-consciousness; see Appendix G) or showed effects opposite
to those e><pected on the basis of self-awaïeness theory (ress concern
over performar¡ce in the mirror condition). Further, the finding that
self-attributions, perceived success, and, more importantly, their
interaction \¡rere significant predictors of personal pronoun use suggests
that as indicated, the measure was sensitive to the combination of
heightened ser-f-awareness and a positive d.iscrepancy. Finarry, the

:.r::.r.':'l'..;.'.
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measure is conceptually identical and operationalry simirar to
measures successfully employed by Brock and Davis (Lg75) in two

previous studies of objective self-arÁ¡areness.

Perhaps the most like1y reason for the ineffectiveness of the

mirror is to be found in the size of the mírror and of the room in which

subjects participated. subjects faced a mirror that covered almost an

entire wall and reflected much of the large (4.76m x 4.42 m) room. fn
contrast, arr previous research reporting the mirror effect, while not
specifying the size of either of these features indicate the subject was

seated in a cubicle, and utirízed a mirror smalr enough to be turned

over for the mirror present,/mirror absent manipulation (e.g., Buss &

Scheier, 1976; Davis & Brock, Exp. 2, Ig75; Duval & lficklunð,, Exp.2,
L973¡ Liebling & Shaver, 1973). In one study where the size of the

mirror was indicated (Gibbons, carver, scheier & Hormuth, in press) its
area v¡as o'92 m2, while the mirror in the present.study had an area

over two and a half times as large, 2.55 m2. rn the former stud.ies,

subjects looking up would find it difficult to avoid looking at their
or,rrn face, thus increasing objective serf-awareness. rn the present

study' subjects who looked. up and. straight ahead would see their face

as well as the room, but if they looked to the side they would see

only the empty room. Anec'dotat reports from the experimenters indicate
that this happened frequently. At the start of the e:çeriment it was

expected that subjects l-ooking up and seeing the empty room woul_d still
be aware of their reftection, and. would be made objectively self-aware

by the realization they were the only subject in the room. However, in
light of the present results it appears that the opportunity to look

:t:i:: i.:
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at the empty room served as a convenient device for reducing serf-
ahrareness and may have totally eliminated. or even reversed. the typical
effect of the mirror- whire this explanation seems plausible, further
research is required.

The Cueing Effect

Examination of the objective self-ah¡areness formulation also
suggests that this theory can account for the cueing effect typically
found in studies of evaruation apprehension. The key difference be-

tI'ìreen the two approaches is that the evaluation apprehension approach

focusses upon the subjectts concern over the experimenterrs evaluation
while the objective self-aÍIareness approach places the emphasis on self-
eval-uation and its consequences.

As indicated earlier one consequence of high evaluation appre-

hension instructions is that a negative discrepancy i_s produced in
subjects' since in the typical evaluation apprehension study sqbjects
are unable to avoid the simuri that cause serf-awareness (short of
leaving the experiment prematurery), the subjectts onry response

alternative is to attempt to red.uce the discrepancy by rowering stan-
dards or à.ltering performance so that it meets the standard. The

latter course may be undertaken with relative ease when the experimenter

suppli-es cues indicating how to perform well on the experimentar task.
Implications for Research

ff the foregoing analysis is correct, then it not onry indicates
the manner in which high evaluation apprehension instructions introduce
bias, i':,e-, by sr:bjects making greater use of performance or social
desirability cues as a result of increased. ser_f-awareness, but it arso
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sugqests how data may be afforded greater precision through the appli_
cation of other research on sel-f-avi¡areness. For example, since bubjects
who are self-aware are more sensitive to internal states (Gibbons,

Carver, Scheier & Hormuth, in press) and their own affective reactions
(Scheier & carver, L977), more accurate and more introspêctive self-
reports on these phenomena might result from the induction of sel_f-

ah¡areness in sr-ibjects just prior to obtaining their report. There is
al-so evídence of a considerably stronger relationship between various

types of serf-report and the corresponding behaùiours when subjects

are made self-aware as either set of data is being collected (carver,

L975¡ Gibbons, r97g¡ Fryor, Gibbons, v,Iicklund, Fazio & Hood, L977)

There may appear to be an inconsistency in this reasoning: if
high evaluation apprehension instructions increase self-awarenss, and

self-awareness is rinked to data that have greater precision and

accuracy, why then has the evaruation apprehension construct been

related to increased artifact in psychologicar data? However, this
inconsistency is more apparent than rear. A key component of high
evaluation apprehension instructions has been to link the experimental

task to a dimension, such as interligence in a manner such that
self-awareness is induced by the instructions and subjects, behaviours

become oriented toward achieving idear stand.ing (indicated by the cues)

on this dimension- The consequence of such a situation has been

clearly demonstrated by Val-Lacher and Solodky (197g). They found that
when instructions on a puzzle solving task emphasized competence and.

intellectual performance (as high evaluation apprehension instructions
often do) all but one of the sel-f-ah¡are subjects cheated in order to

L
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improve standing on the task. rn sharp contrast, when competence was

not associated with the task, internar morar standards presumabry

became sarient to serf-aware subjects, and not one cheat,ed. For those
subjects not made self-aware, about one-half cheated regrardless of task
instructions- similarly, high evaluation apprehension instructions,
by em¡ihasizing competence, abirity, mental hearth and so forth, nây

result ín subjects "cheating" (i.e., givi_ng the cued response) so as to
do welL on the task- However, it is crear that this does not have to
be the only outcome of increased serf-awareness, whether it is
produced by high evaluation apprehension instructions or some other
means- such stimuli, when accompanied by instructions which make

salient dimensions such as honesty, accuracy, and ability to introspect,
rather than the appearance of competence on the experimental taskrmay
improve the precj-sion and accuracy of psychological data.

\

Summary and Conclusions

The results of the present study provide support for the
hypothesis that instructions designed to arouse evaruation apprehension

in fact increase objective serf-awareness. The critical role played by

the cues in permitting subjects to achíeve a positive discrepancy sug_

gests that the phenomena associated with self-awareness may account for
the cueing effect typicarry associated with evaluation apprehension.

rn addition, it was suggested that if the cueing effect is conceptuar_

ized from the perspective of serf-a\^rareness theory, it is possibre to
utilize it as an experimentar technique to increase the precision and

accuracy of certain types of psychological d.ata.
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on the other hand, it is not crear from this study that the only

effect of high evaluation apprehension instructions is to increase self-
ahlareness rt is possible that in addition to encouraging self-focuss-
ing' high evaluation apprehension instructions may have effects

unrelated to self-awareness. One manner in which these additional

effects may be identified is through comparison with the effects of
other methods of increasing self-awareness. such a comparison would. be

misleading in the present study since the mirror did not have its
intended effect, and it is unclear exactly in which ways, if any, it
affected self-awareness .

Finally, the resurts of the present study demonstrate the

desirabiliüy and utility of examining subject behaviour in the labora-

tory through use of the same concepts and theoreticar frameworks

employed to understand and predict behaviour in any social interaction.
Much of the theory in sociar psychology has been examined and refined.

through empirical research conducted in the laboratory. rf this
research cannot be successfully applied to the contro]Ied ênvironment

from which it emerged,, it is unlikely it will be of utirity in predict-

ing behaviour in the complex and uncontrolled. environment of the ,,rea1,,

world..
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Footnotes

1- Findings on several measures, some uninterpreta-ble, others of 1ittle

or no interest, are not reported in the text. For archival purposes

these results are presented in Appendix G.

2- The reported analysis was conducted. on the number of sentences which

were started Ì^¡ith a self-referencing pronoun (I or we). A second

analysis carried out on the total number of sentences containing any

self-reference yielded results similar to those reported above, \nrith

the exception that the experimenter by mirror interaction was no

longer significant (p < .L7) . The tlrro methods of assessing 'self_

references were very highly correlated, r(l5g) = .gg, p ( .001.
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Evid.ence for the Evaluation Apprehension Construct

The cueing component. Rosenberg first tested his approach to

subject motivation in an examination of studies on cognitive dissonance

(e.g., Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959). These studies involved giving

subjects either a large or sma]l reward for writing counterattitudinal-

essays, wíth the dependent measure being the amount of subsequent

attitude change. Rosenberg (1965) reasoned that those subjects in the

high reward condition were actually highly apprehensive as a result of

being offered a disproportionately large reward., and were led to the

hypothesis that their integrity and willingness.to resist a bribe were

the actual focus of the study. If subjects with this hypothesis v¡ere

trying to look good, they would show little attitude change so as to

demonstrate their autonomyi this would provide the results found in

studies of cogtnítive dissonance. Subjects in the small reward condi-

tion, however, would not be ted to the integrity hlpothesis because

the reward was not disproportionately large. They would be less

' resistant to attitude change. Rosenberg (1965) tested this hypothesis

by separating the d.issonance arousal (i.e., payment) stage of the

experiment from the sr¡bsequent attitude measuïement stage. Results

were consistent with the hypothesis, and Rosenberg conclud.ed. that

evaluation apprehension (i.e., sújects' desires to look good) and not

dissonance arousal, was responsible for the results of these studies.

Subsequently, Rosenberg and other investigators proceed.ed to

test the hypothesis t'hat evaluation apprehension is a strong lnotivator

of subject behavior, and. a major souïce of artifact. Rosenberg (1969)

described a number of studies that examined subjectsr tendency to

l: jj_.:.:.
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Tespond to experimentally provided. cues so as to receive a positive eval-
uation, under conditions of either high or loh¡ eval-uation apprehension.

Although there were variations in the stud.ies carried out, both in pro-

cedure and. dependent measure, the hypotheses guiding the studies hrere

essentially the same- Typically, upon entering the raboratory subjects

were given a "background information sheet" that contained the evaluation

apprehension manipulations. High evaluation apprehension instructions
indicated either than the task was related to psychological heatth,
maturity or Ig, or indicated that the experimenter was interested in
evaluating the personality of the subject. Low evaluation apprehension

instructions (when included - most studies had only a control condition

in which there \^¡as no attempt to lower evaluation apprehension) ind.icated

that the experiment involved'bome rather obscure and technical issues

- land there] hras no interest in". lthe subject's] unique person-

ality" (Rosenberg, L969, p.311), or indicated that the experimenter had no

interest in either the experiment or the subjects, performance.

Embedded within or following these manipulations were the cues that
indicated the response that would resul-t in a positive evaluation. Thus

some subjects were told that previous research had indicated that ,'X,,

response v/as associated with psychological maturity, while others were

informed that "y" response indicated the same. The large majority of
these studies confirmed the cueing effect hypothesized by Rosenberg. rn

responding to the criterion measures, subjects given high evaluation

apprehension instructions utilized the cues on how to look to a greater

extent than did subjects given the low evaluation apprehension instruc-
tions; when "x" response r{as an indicator of maturity, subjects given the

,1,'.
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high evaluation apprehension instructions produced ,,x,, responses to a

greater extent than did subjects in the row evaruation apprehension

conditions.

These resuLts led Rosenberg to conclude that eval-uation apprehen-
sion was,a pervasive motive in experiments, and d.epending upon the
degree to which it was present, would cause subjects to try and present
themselves in a positive light. rn contrasting his resul_ts with those
of orne (Lg62), (who proposed that subjects are motivated to cooperate
with the experimenter),Rosenberg stated that:

As regards the demand characteristics process posited by orne,the present approach does inevitably råi"" some d.ifficul-ties anddisposes me tovzard one note of disagreement. This concerns themotivational-perceptual pattern which facilitates the subject,syeirding to the e><perimenterrs "scientific hypothesis.,, lvhere theexperimenterrs hypothesis is crear to the subject . . . yeildingto it wourd be most rikely to be mediated ¡y irre expectaiion thatthis will- somehow bring approval or other immedaite social rewardsfrom the experimenter . the present stud.ies . suggest that
:l:r"iaion apprehension focused upon the experimenter is a moreporent and more basic pattern of subject sensitivity.. Thús f wouldharzard the hypothesis that the subjãctls read.iness to help theexperimenter make his scientific point, if experi."""ã ai-arr, isan instrumentar stage in his 

"".tãh for reassuring evidence thatthe experimenter judges him as an acceptabre or even attractively
"normal_t' person. (Rosenberg, Lg6g, p.344)

subsequent to Rosenberg's demonstration of the cueing effect and.

its relatíon to evaluation apprehension manipulations, several studies
proceeded to examine the effect of evaluation apprehension on experimental
behaviour, and, i-n particurar subjectsr attempts to '1ook good' or
avoid looking bad. Blake and Heslin (Lg7I) exposed subjects to high or
l-ow eval-uation apprehension manipulations, and then had them choose

between pairs of pictures previousry judged as to social desirability.
Results ind.icated that subjects exposed to high evaluation apprehension

l-:. 1.. :.. ., .
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instructions chose the;socially desirable picture of the pair more often
than did those subjects in the low evaluation apprehension cond.ition. They
arso found this tendency dissapated over time, so that on the l_ast block
of pictures there \47as no difference between the eval-uation apprehension
groups' These results led Blake and Heslin to conclude that increasing 

\
eval-uation apprehension resuÌts in subjects utilizing the cues availabre
in the situation to a greater extent so as to receive a positive evarua-
tion from the experimenter.

campberl and Hannah (Lg76¡ Hannah & campbell, 1976), in an examina-
tion of Rokeach's value change theory, gave subjects Rosenberg,s (1969)
eval-uation apprehension instructions and then provided them with cues
indicating that mature students rated the stimulus materiars either
positively or negatively. Results indicated that when the cues specified
change in one direction, the high evaruation apprehension group responded
to them to a greater extent than did the row evaruation apprehension
group' However, there \^'as no difference between evaruation apprehension
groups for the other set of cues. These results led the authors to
conclude that the evaluation apprehension manipurations produced cueing
effects, and that the failure to find differences in some groups were d.ue

to floor effects.

Turner and simons (L974) arso investigated the effects of evaluation
apprehension on subjects' tendency to try and. receive a positive evaruation.
Instead of providing subjects with explicit cues, however, they utilized
a task with inherent cues on how to look good; an aggression task. Results
indicatedthatsubjectsexposedtothehighevaIuationapprehension

linstructions d.elivered fewer shocks than did those subjects in the row 
:

i
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evaluation apprehension conditions. Turner and simons concluded ,,that a

subject may inhibit his aggressive behaviour if he is c qrcerned. that his
behaviour wilr- be negativery evaluated by the experi¡nenter,' (p.346).
Thus the results of this study were arso considered supportive of
Rosenbergrs model, and the hypothesis that high evaluation apprehension
results in subjects being motivated to try to Iook good.

Three studies have examined the cueing effects of evaluation
apprehension within the context of experimenter expectancy effects
(Burkhart , L976¡ Duncan, Rosenberg & Finklestein , L969¡ Minor, L[TO). In
each of these studies, manipulations of evaruation apprehension were the
same as those emproyed. by Rosenberg. The experimental task invorved
having subjects evaluate the d.egree of success achieved by a number of
people whose photographs were presented. Rather than providing explicit
cues as to whether a trsuccessfulrr or "unsuccessful,, response \^zas

desirable, these investigators simply presented instructions that were

biased in their paralangruage demand. cues. Results of two of the stud.ies
indicated that subjects in the low evaluation apprehension cond.itions did
not perceive and./or respond to the implicit cues, and the experimenter
expectancy effect was not obtäined (Duncan et al ., Lg6g¡ Minor, rg70) .

rn contrastr ünder high evaluation apprehension condiÈions, subjects in
both these studies responded to the implicit cues and the expectancy
(i-e-, cueing) effect was obtained. These studies indicate that high
evaluation apprehension instructions enhance subjects, sensitivity to
subtle, paralanguage cues. The results of the study by Burkhart (L976),

however, which utirized the same material employed by Duncan et al.,
(Lg6g), were in opposition to those cited above; subjects administered
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low evaruation apprehension instructions produced the expectancy effects,
whereas those in the high evaluation apprehension condition produced.

reverse expectancy effects, such that those subjects given ,success, cues
made tunsuccessfulr judgrments, and. vice versa. Although the author was

able to point to several possible e>rplanations for this unexpected
resuft' no definite conclusions as to its cause were reached. Burkhart
did concrude, however, that evaruation apprehension manipulations make

subjects more sensitive and more responsive to cues in the experiment.
several studies have been conducted with the aim of investigating

the hypothesis that the apprehensive rol-e is predominant over other roles
in the laboratoryr particurarry the good subject role. sigarr et ar.,
(1970) attempted to pit the apprehensive rore against orners (Lg62) con-
ception of the good subject in a study r-ater termed crucial in a compre_
hensive review of the literaÈure (Vteber & Cook, Lg72). Sigall et al.,
had two conditions in which confirmation of the experimenterrs hypothesis
arso permitted subjects to 100k good. Il0wever,.in the third, criticar
condition, these two motives were presumably put in confr-ict so that
responding to cues on how to rook good precl¡¡ded subjects from confirming
the experimenterrs hypothesis and vice versa. Results led to the conclu-
sion that subjects wourd prefer to look good when apprehensive, even if
this means disconfirming the experimenta,r hypothesis, and that the appre_
hensive role is predominant in experiments. subseqeuent research, however,
indicated that subjects had not perceived the conflict in cues intended by
Sigall et. â1., (Adair & Schachter, Ig72; McGinley, Kaplan & Kinsey, L|TS),
and that when the experimenterrs hlpothesis is made more explicit
subjects' responses are consistent with it (Adair o schacht er, Lg72). rt

.':: il¡
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shoul-d be noted, however, that Adair and schachter did not conclude that
subjects were exhibiting behaviour representative of the good subject
role- Rather, cogrnizant of the conceptuar and definitionar problems
associated with the subject role model in general-, and the apprehensive
role in particular, they concluded that:

rt \^ras not possible in the present study to specify whether sub-jects were motivated to 100k good or to cooperate. The confound.ednature of the role attitudes underlying subject behaviour wasproblematic in the present study as it has been in most previousresearch in subject motivat,íon (p.g ).
rn spite of the apparent futility invorved. in pitting roles against each
other' other investigators have continued to pursue this rine of research,
attempting to demonstrate the predominance of the apprehensive rore over
the good subject role. RosnohT et al -, (Lg73) had subjects participate in
a study where the experimenterrs hlpothesis of attitude change was

implicitry communicated by having subjects complete the same attitude
measure before and after exposure to a communication (the demands for
change being impried by the use of a pre-post measurement procedure, and
the demands indicating the appropriate direction for change beíng
included in the con¡nunication itself).

cues for favourabr-e serf-presentation were provided by a confed_
erate- rn one condition they were congruent with the implied demands

for change (the experimenter is trying to prove that high rQ peopre

wil-l change their opinions), while in a second condition they were appar_
ently in conflict with the demands for change (the experimenter is trying
to prove that. high Ie people will not change their opinion). RosnoÌ^r et
al., interpreted their resur-ts to be supportive of the apprehensive rore
formulation, since in both conditions responses \^rere consistent with the

l-r- . :":':.'
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cues on how to 100k good, regard.less of the implicit cues for change.
Such conclusions must be considered. with extreme caution, however, 

. 
since

subjectsr perceptions of the experimentl demands, their relative
salience, and the subjects' intentions in the experiment hrere not
assessed. For example, exami-nation of the confederaters message, which
presumabry contaíned cues ontg on how to receive a positive evaluation
from the experimenter, may have quite reasonably been perceived. b1t sub-
jects to constitute the experimentat hypothesis. rn d.elivering her
mesSage,theconfed'eratehadstatedthatshehadheard@

was trying to prove that high Ie people would (or would not) change

their opinion' Responses congruent with these cues would not only allow
st'lbjects to be eval-uated as intelligent, but may have also permitted them
to confirm what they perceived to be the experimenter,s hypothesis. Thus

once again, the results of a study pitting the apprehensive role against
the good role is ambigmous in its implications, and the concrusions
drawn by Adair and schachter (Lg72) in response to sigall et a. , (Lg70)
are appropriate; it is impossible to tel-l- from the resurts of this study
if subjects were motivated to look good or to cooperate. However, the
results of this study do indicate that subjects will_ utilize cues intro_
duced into the experimental situation when responding.

Kingsbury et a1-, (1975) in an expand.ed replication of page (Lg7L)
also attempted to conduct a crucial experiment that would demonstrate the
predominance of the apprehensive subject role in a verbal cond.itioning
experiment. Subjects were administered. either an IQ test, an adjustment
test' or a consumer survey (the latter being an eval-uation apprehension
control condition) before proceed.ing to the verbal eond.itioning task. Thelr

i:.:',!
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r{ere Ìed to believe that there Ì^ras a connection between the two phases of
the experiment' rt was hypothesized that when subjects perceived the
verbal conditioning task to be an.,Te test, they would. experience evalua_
tion apprehension and try to look good by demonstrating they had sorved.

the contingencies; this wourd. resurt in a greater ,cond.itioning, effect
in comparison to control subjects. Those in the adjustment test condi-
tion would also have their evaluation apprehension raised, but because

they wourd presumably see the conditioning task as some measure of how

easily influenced they were, wourd not emit the reinforced pronoun as

frequently as contrors in spite of the experimentar demands conveyed by
the experimenter's reinforcer (page, L}TL). The results of the study
confirmed the hypothesis and led Kingsbury et al., to conclude that the
apprehensive role was predominant over the good role. However, alternate
expranatíons are possible in the absence of data on subjects' perceptions
of the experiment, its purpose, the meaning of the experimenterrs

reinforcement, and so on. 
.

rn summary, the bulk of the studies on evaluati_on apprehension

that are rerevant to the cueing component suggest that subjects respond
to cues provided iy the experimenter, the task, etc., and that manipula-
tions of evaluation apprehension affect the degree to which subjects wil1
utirize these cues- This provid.es partial support for Rosenbergrs

(1965¡ L969) moder of subject behaviour, and his claim heightened levels
of evaruatíon apprehension lead subjects to attempt to obtain a positive
evaluation from the experimenter

vrrhile these cuejlng effects may be due to evar-uation apprehension,
they are also open to afternative expranation (Kruglanski, 1975). For
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exampre' differences between high and low evaluation apprehension groups

may also be due to differences in the perceived importance of the study,
or differences in the perception of the experimental purpose. critical
to the confirmation of Rosenbergrs (1965) model, is evidence relevant to
the two other components; the expectancy component and the arousal
component. specifiearly, evidence is needed that indicates (a) that
subjects approach the typical experiment with the expectation of being
individually evaruated by the experimenter and are anxious as a resurt of
this expectation, (b) that manipulations of evaluation apprehension affect
both expectancies and. anxiety in the hypothesized manner, and (c) that in
the absence of either the expectancy or arousal component, cueing effects
do not occur to the same extent as when both these components are pre€ent.

The expectanclz component. unfortunately, most sËudies of evalua-
tion apprehension have focused on subjects I tendencies to try to perceive
a positive evaluation from the erçerimenter, and only a few studies have

investigated the expectancy and arousar- components of Rosenberg,s model.
rn regards to subjectsr expectations upon entering the laboratory,
shulman and Berman (L975) asked. subjects to rist up to ten words or
phrases that were descriptive of how they wourd feer and act in experi_
ments- while the authors did not discuss the furr range of responses

that were received, they did mention that the two most frequent responses
(by 742 and 56% of subjects, respectively) vrere ,cooperative, and
tinterested,' reminiscent of the goodorfaithful, rather than the appre_

hensive rol-e' shulman a¡d Berman subsequently constructed a 3r item scale
based upon the open:ended responses, and. administered it to a second sample

of subjects' These subjects were asked to indicate how we]l each of the
31 items described how they would behave in an experiment. Resur_ts of a
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principal components analysis of this scale indicated that one of the
dimensions of subject behaviour was an apprehensive dimension, with
ad.jectives such as nervous, tense, anxious, apprehensive and sel_f_

conscious defining it- unfortunately, mean scores on the adjectives
were not reported so that arthough it is possibte to concrude that an

apprehensive dimension is relevant in describing subjectsr behaviour,
there is no indication of how apprehensive subjects are when entering
the laboratory. However, the authors did conclude that:

".-.although subjectsr expectations about their own behaviourcan be conceptualized as lying along three dimensions, theresults of the open-ended questionnaire suggest that the dimensionof faithfulness, which paralrels the faithfur subject role, hasgreat saliency for most subjects. Moreover, subjects, expecta-tions l_ean toward one pole of this dimension (being morecooperative than uncooperative) .,, (p.371)

Arthough the resurts of this study are somewhat ambiguous in
regards to the issue of interest, the conclusions drawn by Shulman and

Berman do not- suggest that subjects typically enter the experiment with
the expectancy of being individuarly evaluated. 'orr" 

"-r, onry surmise
that if this had been the case' the authors would have noted it in their
discussion of the resur-ts. Resurts of a recent study (Adair & spinner,
Note 1) also have some bearingi on this matter. rn one condition of
that study, the subjects were asked to respond to 72 ad,jectives in terms
of how well they described subjects' feelings and behaviour in the typ_
ical experiment. Examination of the means of the variables anxious,
aroused, apprehensive, try to look good, defensive, concealing,
uncomfortabr-e and threatened (all relevant to the apprehensive role)
indicated that each was berow the mid-point of the five-point scare,
and that the average of all these means was 2.5 (r¿here a score of two
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represented "describes me srightly" and a score of three indicated
"describes me somewhat"). rn contrast, adjectives descriptive of the
good and faithful roles, such as honest, do as werr as possible, be

sincere, be accurate, do what is asked, try hard, cooperative, truthful,
follow instructions exactly, be correct, and. be attentive, alr had

ratings at 3.5 or higher, and the average of ar-r these variabres was

3-9 (where a rating of 4.0 indicated ',describes me wel],,).

. Studies by Epstein, Suedfeld and SiLverstein (1973) and by
Aiken and Rosnovü (1973, cited in Rosenthal_ and Rosnov¡, L[TS) also
found simil-ar resultsi no mention of apprehensiveness as a predominant

motive, and a large nurnber of subjects responding with adjectives such
as rhonest'and tarert'- However, subjects in Epstein et al ., \^rere

asked what obrigqtions they fert they. had in the e>qgeriment and those
in Aiken and Rosnor¡r ü/ere asked what they thought h¡as expected of them

as subjects. rn both cases, subjectsr failure to mention apprehensive_
ness or attempts to rook good. only indicates that they do not feel
obligated to be apprehensive or to try to rook good in the experiment.

In summary, contrary to Rosenberg (Lg6g), the results of these
four studies do not indicate that subjects typically enter the experi_
ment with the expectancy of being evaluated, or apprehensive, or of
trying to look good. Rather, they suggest that subjects enter the
typical experiment with an interest in what is going on, and the
intention of doing what they are supposed. to, as well as they can.

only one experiment has investigated the expectancy component in
the context of manipulations designed. to affect revels of evaruation
apprehension. Henchy and Glass, (196g) in a post_experimental inquiry,

'':.' 
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found that subjects given a high evaluation apprehensíon manipulation
felt their performance v/as being judged more than control subjects did.
unfortunately' Hency and Glass' manipulation of evaluation apprehension
(telling subjects explicitly that an expert in perception and human
learning wouLd observe and evaluate their þerformance) is sufficiently
different from more typicar manipulations to make generarization to
them difficult- Most manipulations of evaluation apprehension (e.g.,
Minor, L970¡ Rosenberg, 1969) may imply that individuar evaruation will
occur' but expricitly only indicate the task is related to some

important dimension of the individuat 
1..g., psychological ad.justment,

or rQ) and the purpose of the research is to investigate this reration-
ship' They generally do not, as,Henchy and Glass did, explicitly state
that experts will directly or by means of film, observe the subjects
perform the task.

Although no other studies have directly investigated the expec_
tancy component as a function of different lever-s of evaluation
apprehension, several have obtai-ned responses to measures that tapped
some combination of the expectancy and arousar components. Four
studies have asked subjects post-experimentally if they were concerned
about their performance being evaluated. of these, two (Henchy & Gr_ass,
1968; Rosenberg ' Lg6g, p-312) found the appropri-ate differences
between evaluation apprehension groupsr whir-e two (Kingsbury et ar.,
L975¡ Minor, 1g7o) failed to find any differences. ïn ad.d.ition,
campberl and Hannah (1976), using a measure sumrning subject,s, feelings
of evaruation and anxie'ty, found no main effect differences between
high and 10w evaluation apprehension groups. They did, however, find
a marqinal interaction (p < -06) of evaluation apprehension and direc_

l.r.
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tion of cueing; the two high evaluation apprehension groups and one of
the 10w evaruation apprehension groups had approximately equar means

while the remaining low evaluatj_on apprehension grgup had. a lower level
on the summed measure.

Two studies have run quasi_control groups (Orne, 1969) as checks
on level-s of evaluation apprehension after checks in the major studies
failed to confirm the manipulation. Kingsbury et al. (Lg75) after faiL_
ing to confirm the manipulation in the major study had other subjects
experience the evaluation apprehension manipurations and then ',they vrere

asked to give their opinion of how most coll-ege students would react to
the task rather than their own personal reactions,, (p.275). Results
indicated that those sr-:bjects in the high evaluation apprehension cond.i-
tions felt others would experience more feerings of evaluation apprehen-
sion and be more concerned about revealing inadequacies than did subjects
in the low evaluation apprehension cond.iti-ons. There was, however, no
cifference between groups in their estimation of how worried others would
be about revealingr inadequacies in front of the experimenter.

Rosnow et ar., (1973) had subjects imagine they were participating
in their major study and had them judge the degree of evaluation
apprehension they would feel as real subjects. subjects in the two
evaluation apprehension conditi-ons (manipulated by makíng subjects either
anonymous or nonanonymous),showed the expected differences. rt is inter_
esting to note, however, that even subjects in the high evaluation
apprehension condition only had a mean rating of 31.6 on a ror-point
scale, where higher nurnbers (up to IOO) indicated. high evaluation
apprehension.

i-1: .
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The problem ,with interpreting the resur_ts of these latter
studies is that they were quasi-contror procedures where subjects were
asked to judge how they or others wour_d react to the real stimur_i. one
cannot ignore the possibility that subjects were just responding to the
demand characteristics of the situation, sinåe orne (Lg6g) originarry
devised this procedure to detect d.emand characteristics. At best, sub_
jects are offering guesses as to what would occur, and so one may only
conclude that their judgrments of the situation are the same as those of
the investigators.

very little evidence directly relevant to
Rosenbergrs (1965 ¡ 1969) formulation.

Furthermore, what evidence there is on the effects of evar_uation appre_
hension manipurations tends to be weak and contrad.ictory. only one

study (Henchy & Gr-ass, 196g) has investigated the construct directly
(albeit on a post-experimental questionnaire) and although its results
I¡'ere supportive, it is difficult to geneïalize from this study to others
where evaluation apprehension was manipul-ated. The other study that is
supportive of the expectancy component (Rosenberg, 1969) is ambiguous as
to the exact nature of group d.ifferences and to the specific measure

used in assessing differences.

on the other hand, studies that have faired to find support for
the expectancy component are equally suspect, since the fairure to
reject the null hypothesis may have been due to ineffective manipulations,
insensitive measures, or dissipation of evar-uation apprehension over
time- rn add.ition, in each study the manipulation of evaluation appre_
hension affected the dependent variable regard.Less of the outcome of the

i.,:.'.
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manipulation checks. Thus at this time no fírm conclusions nay be drawn

regarding (a) the effects of evaluation apprehension manipulations on

subjects' expectancies regard.ing evaluation, nor (b) the effects of
differential expectancies on the cueing effect.

The arousal component. The arousar component of evaluation
apprehension has been investigated somewhat more fu]lyr and resuLts of
these studies are generally more consistent with each other. Henchy and t

Glass (1968) found that subjects reported themserves to be more apprehen-

sive when being observed and evaluated by an expert audience in compari-
son to a non-expect audience or working alone. As indicated earlier,
however, some caution must be exercised in generalizing these results
to other studies. Hannah and campbell (Lg76) found that subjects given

high evaluation apprehension instructions reported. themselves to be more

nervous and anxious than those given J.ow evaluation apprehension

instructions. Rosenberg (1969, p.312) reported that subjects in a high
evaluation apprehension condition reported. themselves to be more anxious

than did those in a row evaruation apprehension condition in one study,
but not in another (p-299) - unfortunately, Rosenberg does not indicate
what type of measure was used, nor does he p::esent the data associated.

withtheseresults. Geen (Ig74) has reported that compared to a low

evaluation apprehension group, subjects in a high evaluation apprehension

condition were ress rikery to report themserves to be reraxed. Hohrever,

there hras no difference in the number of subjects reporting themserves

to be fearful, carefree, or jrunpy in high and low evaruation apprehen-

sion conditions. Thïee additionar studies have found no difference in
self-reported anxiety of subjects administered high and 1ow evaluation
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apprehension manipulations (fnnes & youngr, 1975¡ Minor, ]:gTOi Turner &

simons, 1974) although all three for:nd the manipulations to have an

effect on the dependent variables. Kingsbury et al_. (1975), in their
quasi-control procedure, similarry found no d.ifferences in subjectsr
estimation of how much anxiety would be aroused by the different manip_

ulations. Final]y, Burkhart (Lg76) found no d.ifferences in state of
anxiety (as measured by spielberger's state-Trait Anxiety rnventory)
between subjects given high and low evaLuation apprehension manipulations,
although once again the manipulations affected. the <lependent variabl_e.

These studies indicate that by and rarge, contraïy to Rosenbergrs
model' typical evaruation apprehension manipurations d.o not arouse
anxiety in subjects, and. that anxiety arousal is not necessary for cue_
ing effects to be observed- However, some caution must be exercised in
drawing concLusions from these studies si-nce most assessed anxiety some

time after the evaluation apprehension instructions \^reïe administered
to subjects. This point is of particular importance since Blake and

Hesrin (rg7r) have found that the cueing effects associated with evaLua-
tion apprehension dissipate over time.

Fortunatery, evidence more directty relevant to the arousal
component is avairable, and it is not subject to this criticism, nor the
problems associated with self-report measures. Henchy and Glass (196g)

although successful in finding group differences on self-report measures,
did not find differences between their evaruation apprehension groups
on either heart rate or skin cond.uctance throughout the course of their
experiment. christensen (1977) similarly found no difference in heart
rate between a control group and a group given a high evar-uation appre-

It
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hension manipuration. This pattern of no difference v/as found. while the
evaluation apprehension manipulation was being administered, as werr as
at the start and finish of the experimental task. Finally, paulus, Anni-s

and Reisner (in press) using palmar sweat as a measure of arousar, found
that subjects given high evaluation apprehension instructions did not
differ from a low evaruation apprehension group until after the experi-
mental task was completed.. This suggests that arousal may not occur
r:ntil actuar- evaruation is about to take place. These results do not
support the hypothesis that anxiety arousar- mediates responses (i.e.,
the cueing effect) whir-e the Èask is ongoing. rt is interesting to
contrast these results with those of Bl_ake and. Heslin (1971) who found
tÀat the behavioural effects of evaluation apprehension (the cueing
effect) hrere apparent only at the staït of the task and had dissipated
by the time the task was over.

at -.: _- .

Combinedwiththeresu1tsofstud'iesobtainingse1f-report

measures of anxiety, the studies cited above suggest that as compared to
loweva1uationapprehensioninstructions,higheva]uationapprehension

manipulations do not produce increased anxiety. They also indicate that 
tiit;"

i .a,,,,, ,,,,-' ',,.,a high leveL of anxiety is not necessary for cueing eff,ects to be ,:r::::;:.,:,:'-::

observed. 
' r :

Summary

Thus, only one component of Rosenberg,s (1969) three component

model appears to have empj-rical support. I¡rhile the predicted behavj_oural
outcome occurs as a function of differentiar evar-uation apprehension

instructions, the theoreticar- antecedents that Rosenberg proposed have

little support; subjects demonstrate the cueing effect, but this effect



does not appear to be a resurt of subjects r expecting to be evar-uated

and/or experiencing arousal. rn short, there is no evidence to suggest

that apprehension over evaluation is a pervasive motive in experj-ments.

one is left with the 'descriptive' conclusion that certain manipurations

influence subjects' use of cues that indicate how to do well on the

task. However, the process mediating this beahviour is as yet undeter-

mined' clearly, some alternative theoretical formulation is required.

The Theory of Obiective Self-4wareness

One such theoretical approach may be found in Duval and.

wicklund's (Ig72; v'lickhxrd, Lg75) theory of objective self-awareness.

Briefly, this theory proposes that conscious attention is dichotomous,

at any one time being directed either toward the sel_f (the state of
objective sel-f-awareness), or tohrard the environment (the state of
subjective self-awareness). The degree to which an individual is :objec-

tively sel-f-aware is a direct function of the proportion of a given time

period spent with attention directed at the self. Any stimulus which

remínds a person of his/her status as an object r,izill encourage self-
focusing, and thus increase objective self-awareness. conversery,

stimuli that draw attention tpward some aspect of the environment, and

awSy ftom the self tend to red.uce it. Thus, seeing one,s reflection in
a mirror, seeing a camera directed at oneself, hearing one,s own voice

on a tape-recorder, and the knowredge of being attended to by others,

are all stimuli that have been used to increase objective self-awareness

experimentally. rn investigating the validity of two of these manipula-

tions, Davis and Brock (1975) fol-lowed the assumption ùhat the focus of
a person's attention wilr be refrected in verbal prod.uctions, and

63
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assessed the number of self_referencing statements (i.e., frequency of
personal pronoun use) made by subjects. Manipulations of serf-awareness
incl-uded the presence or a-bsence of a camera directed at sr.rbjects
(Experiment 1) and the presence or absence of a mirror in front of sub-
jects (Experiment 2). Results i-ndicated that the camera and the mirror
both serve to increase objective serf-awareness. caïver and scheier
(1978) have provided further valid.ation for the mirror and audience
presence as two manipulations of objective self-awareness using a concep-
tually simílar task. Their stùdy also ind.icated that the self-conscious-
ness Scal_e (Fenigstein, Scheier & Buss, L}TS) is a valid measure of
individual differences in self-consciousness. The term self-conscious-
ness is used to refer to a trait or the stabl-e predisposition on the part
of an individuar- to focus attention inward.. The term objective ser-f_

awareness is used to refer to a temporary state during which attention is
predominantly focused inward.

The initial reaction to the onset of objective self-awareness is
hypothesized to be a self-evaluation process. During the self-evaluation
process, the individual- makes a comparison between the actual sel-f and.

some standard or idear on the dimension that is most sar_ient. The dis_
crepancy between actuar and ideal is negative if the actual falls below

the ideal, and is positive i,f the ideal is met or exceeded. rf the
discrepancy is negative, then the individuar experiences heightened

negative affect (Scheier & Caïver, Ig77) and will attempt to reduce the
discrepancy anð./or reduce objective selfJawareness by avoiding stimuri
that encourage it. ff, on the other hand, the discrepancy is positive,
then the individuar experiences heightened positive affect (scheier c
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Carver, L977) and seeks out (or at l_east d.oes not avoid) stj-muli that
encourage self-focusing (Davis & Brock, L974¡ Vticklund, Ig75). Research
subsequent to Duval and !Íicklund,s (Lg72) proposal of the theory has
arso indicated' for example, that the state of objective self-ar^/areness
results in more self-attribution, (Buss ç Scheier , 1976¡ Duval & Wick_
lund' L973) more self-serving biases in attribution (Federoff & Harvey,
1976) ' more ser-f-relevant and self-evaluative cogrnitions (Gel'er c
shaver, 1976) and. greater sensitivity to internar states (Gibbons,
Scheier, Carver & Hormuth, in press).

rn order to investigate the possibility of a relationship
between manipulations of evar-uation apprehension and objective serf_
a\^zareness, it is necessary to add.ress two issues: (l) the possibilíty
of a systematic rerationship between manipur-ations of evar-uation appre_
hension and subjectsr state of self_awareness , and. (2) the relationship
between changes in self-awareness and the effects previousry attributed
to changes in leve1s of evaluation apprehension.

. Levels of evaluation
apprehension have been manipulated almost excr_usively by the use of
differential instructions. rf manipulations of eval-uation apprehension
do indeed effect the state of serf-awareness, then the component that
affects serf-awareness must be found in those instructions. For this
rîeason, it is useful to examine the instructions used to manipulate
evaruation apprehension, and try to relate them to objective self-aware-
ness on a conceptual level.

since Rosenbergrs (1g65; Lg6g) moder of evaluation apprehension
has served as the basis for research in the area, an exampre wilt be

drawn from his work. rn one study, where subjects were required to rate

i'.::::
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the amount of success achieved by people depicted in
graphs (Rosenberg, L969, pp.311-312), subjects in the
apprehension condition were told:

66

a series of photo-

high evaluation

'rthese photographs comprise a recently developed Test of psychoro-gical Maturity. The pattern of respon"", ;i;;;-.ffi"by psychologically matuïe undergraduate stud.ents have been shown tobe significantly different from the responses of those *""tiäJiï"n"psychol0gical maladjustment.'r The .o**rrrri".tion went on to assertthat our research was pointed t,oward the further development of thepicture rating test as an "instrument for picking out frãn the rargecollege population those students who would be judged inad.equate intheir emotionar- adjustment or generalty prone to psychol0gicaldisorders. "

subjects in this condition presumabry also fert that they were not
anonymous and cour-d be identified by the experimenter.

rn contrast, those sr:bjects exposed to the r_ow evaluation appre_
hension manipulation were told the investigators were:

"interested in integrating the various dimensions or factorsinvolved in social p.t""piion processes into a more simplified modelby a method which statisticians term 'stochastic inferentiaL mathe-matical modering'. " . _a further païagraph informed the subjectthat: "the photo ratings for all p"rii.if"nts wil-r be considered asa group and an overall average score and statistical estimate ofdistribution variance wirl bã obtain.¿ ior'this set of photographs.,,
rt is of interest to note that these were the only manipurations

of evaluation apprehension reported by Rosenberg (1969) lout of 10 studies]
where post-experimental data indicated the manipulations were effective.
several features of these instructions are of interest. For instance, it
is clear that the high evaluation apprehension instructions made salient
the fact that observation and evaruation wour_d be taking place on the
individual level, and that the individual was the focus of attention in
the study. In addition, these instructions mad.e salient the dimension

and. the possibility that subjects coul_d do

a negative discrepancy). fn contrast the low

it |.:.

that would be evaluated,

poorly (i.e., experience
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evaluation apprehension manipulation emphasized that observation would
occur on a group level, and that group results, rather than individual,
would be the focus of attention. fn addition, no particular dimension
of evaluation was made sarient, and the possibility of failure not
introduced.

From a theoretical perspective, it seems likely that t ese

instructions would' result in different states of self-awareness. wick-
lund (1975) hás noted that "the knowledge of being attended to by
others should . . . create a set towards self_observation . . . the
self readily comes to the fore when the person r:ealizes that the atten-
tion of the audience is on some feature of the self (p. 234).rr rn addi_
tion, Duvar and !{ickrurÌd (1972), in con¡nenting on the experimenter_
subject relationship have also indicated that in most experiments some

objective ser-f-awareness wourd be rikery to occur since:

. the E exerts considerabre contror over the srs behaviour.. rn generar, we'wourd argue that this contror 
"r--airå-r,=behaviour implies to the s_ th;t. he is an ãniect in the ."or=ta 

"rrais thus a strong stimulus to objective self_av¡areness . Addi_tional ser-f-awareness producÍ-ng aspects of the s-E rerationshipare the E's direct and indirect obãervatiorrrr-rorä-:-."1- sincebeing 
"*-"r. of direct or indirect observation is a stimur_us toobjective self-awar:eness, the Ers visual presence and role as amonitor actualry act to make th-e s more "årr-""rr""il;=:--ip.2g).

These statements all suÇgest that Rosenberg,s (1969) method of
arousing or decreasing evaluation apprehension should affect ]evers of
objective serf-awareness, such that those s'bjects administered high
eval-uation apprehension instructions become more serf-ar^¡are than those
administered row evaluation ap_prehension instructions. some support for
this h'pothesis may arso be found in Duval and ürickrund,s (Lg72) examin-
ation of eval-uation apprehension within the context of social facilitation

t
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theory- Duval and rvickr-und have argued. that the manipulations of
evaluation apprehension used in studies of sociar faciritation (e.g.,
Henchy & class, 196g) would be expected to affect revels of objective
sel-f-awareness, and. that the effects of these manipuÌations on the
dependent measures (e.g-, the emission of dominant and subordinate

responses) were also amenable to this interpretation.

rn an attempt to pursue this hypothêsis further, Liebring a'il
shaver (1973) used the theory of objective self-a\4rareness as a founda-

tion for stud.ies on test anxiety and those on social faciritation
effects- They manipulated evar-uation apprehension by terling some sub_

jects that the prose copying task they were to complete h¡as a measure

of lQ, and that their resuLts on the dependent measuïe wourd be correl--
ated with their overarl grade point average and their marks in langruage

cl-asses ' sub jects in the low evaluation apprehension conditions \^rere

told that the prose copying task was part of a pirot study d.esigned to
standardize the material-s. objective sel-f-avrareness was manipulated by

varying whether subjects were in front of a mirror or not whire perform_

ing on the rast five minutes of the ten-minute task. The dependent

measure was the increase in the number of letters copied from the first
block to the second block.

Results indicated. that the two ind.ependent variables interacted,
such that the greatest increment in performance \¡ras noted when subjects
had received high evaLuation apprehension instructions and were not
exposed to a mirror, while the smarlest increment was obtained when sub-
jects were administered low evaluation apprehension instructions and

were not exposed to the mirror. The two means for the mirror conditions
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were between these two extremes, and did not differ from each other.
Thus, the presence of a mirror, ar-one, and high evaruation apprehension
instructions alone, both caused performance increments as compared to
when neither was present, with the evaluation apprehension manipulation
being more potent. However, the effects of these two variabres were
not additive' so that having the mirror and high evaluation apprehension
resulted in a performance decrement as compared to the high eval-uation
apprehension instructions alone.

Liebting and shaver conclud.ed that high evaluation apprehension
instructions increased levels of objective self-awareness, and that the
combination of the mirror and high evaluation apprehension led to
extreme serf-awareness which was d.ebiritating on performance type tasks
"because to the extent that a person is objectivery ser_f-aware he is
necessarily paying less attention to the task,, (p.303).

unfortunately, Liebring and shaver's concrusions regarding the
relationship of evaluation apprehension" and subjectsr state of serf_
ah¡areness must remain tentative, since no direct measure of objective
self-awareness was obtained in the study. rt is i-nteresting to note
that lficklund, (L975) in conmnenting upon this research, stated that the
results implied that the high evatuation apprehension cond.ition woutd
produce a set that would make for increased. self-focused attention.

Finally, Carver and Scheier (197g) have demonstrated that the
presence of an audience (a confederate portrayed as a psychol0gry grad-
uate student) waiting with the subject in ord.er to observe performance

in a later part of the experiment, increased objective self-awareness
on the part of subjects. This was not a manipulation of evaluation

i ,:.,i
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apprehension per se, since the confederate was not eval_uating the sub-
jectst performance whire the measure of ser-f-consciousness $¡as being
completed' However, a component that was conceptually simirar to those
of evaluation apprehension manipulations may have been present, since
the subject was e>çecting the confederate to observe (and. presumably
eval-uate) her in the irunediate future. carver and scheier offer some

convincing arguments suggesting that drive-based. interpretations (i.e.,
interpretations based. on evaluation apprehension) are not viable in
explaining the effects of the mirror manipuration on measures of objec_
tive seLf-awareness, and by extension, the effects of audiences on
measures of objecÈive self_ahrareness. Thus, the results of this study
suggest that evaluation apprehension manipulations such as those used
in the subject motivation riterature, may actually cause changes in
levels of objective serf-awareness whir-e the reverse is unrikery.

. The second issue that must
be addressed in ínvestigating the relationship bet\,yeen the state of
self-awareness and. evaluation apprehension, is whether changes in the
former can account for the resurts of studies purporting to investigate
the l-atter. rf the theory of objective serf-awareness is to provide a

viable alternative to the apprehensive subject concept, then it must be
able to account for the resul-ts of these studies. As has been discussed
earlier, the most conmon resurt found in studies of evaluation apprehen_
sion is that compared to subjects given 10w evaluation apprehension
instructions, tÏ¡ose given high evaluation apprehension instructions are
more sensitive to the presence of cues that indicate how to obtain a

favourable evaluation (i.e., cueing effects; e.g., Blake & Heslin, L97L¡

l.t ,ii.i'
¡::ìi
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campbell & Hannah' rg76; Hannah & campbelr, Lg76¡ Minor, rgTo; Rosenberg,

1969) .

The theorl' of objective serf-a\^rareness suggests an alternative
e>rplanation for these results if one proceeds on the assumption that
mänipulations intended to increase leve]s of eval-uation apprehension in
fact make the individual more serf-avrare. The key difference between

these app4oaches is that the evaruation apprehension mtaet puts the
emphasis on concern over evaluation by the experimenter, while the
objective sel-f-awareness approach focuses on serf-evaluation and its
consequences.

As hras índicated earlier, Duval and !{icklund (1972; lrlickLund,
rg75) have proposed that the initial consequence of increased self-a\^rare-
ness is ser-f-evaruation on the d.i-mension that is sarient. This se]f_
evaluation takes the form of the comparison of one's actual standing on

the sarient dimension to some ideal or standard that may be held
internally or imposed from externar sources. ïf the resur-t of this
self-evaluation process is negative, and the actuar does not meet the
standard, then a negative affective reaction, accompanied by attempts to
avoid self-awareness anð/or reduce the discrepancy, wirr result. rn the
typical evaluation apprehension study, it is reasonabr_e to assr:rne that
!;ubjects are unable to avoid stimuli that cause self-awareness (short
of leaving the experiment prematurely) since the experimenter and/or the
experimental task are those stimuri. The subject has only one response
alternative; reduction of the discrepancy. This may be accompanied by
either rowering standards, or by artering performance so that it approach_
es the sta¡dard' rhTs latteï course måy re undertaken with re]ative ease
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when cues on how to do welL on the task are provided by the experimenter.
This would result in the cuej-ng effect found in studies of evaluation
apprehension' For example, it is likeJ-y that wrren subjects are tord that
the purpose of an experiment is to investigate their mental- health, self-
a\^rareness is induced and a serf-evaruation process is initiated. This
self-evaluation process would likery resurt in a negative d.iscrepancy,

with the subject conclud.ing (or at least worrying) that (s)he is not as
psychologically healthy as the ideal. The subject then hears (typically
from the experimenter) that response ,x, is associated with good psycho_

10gica1 heatth- Being unable to reduce self-awareness, it is likely
that subjects wourd take the only course open to them to escape the negj
ative affect; reduce the discrepancy between actuar and. idear- by produc_
ing responses that are ind.icative of good. mentar health. Thus, one

would expect in this case an increase in the emission of rX, responses.
rn referring to the l-iterature on social facil-itation effects in general,
and the study of Henchy and Gr-ass (196g), in particular, Duval and.

Vficklund have noted that once a subject:

becomes objectively self-aware with respect to his task performancehe wil-l attempt, to reduce the discr"p"rrly between his aspirationsand his current performance, that i", ."-objective self_awarenessincreases, the individuar wirl show increasing efforts to improvehis task performance. ,. . . The person who is in the presence ofothers will at least exert more effort to attempt to reach astandard of correctness, and if effort, persistence or motivationto be correct were to be measured, the theory definitely predictsthat objective serf-awareness will lead the person to try to narrowthe gap between ideal- (correct) performance and actual performance.(p. r60) .

Statements such
...

typically attributed. to

reinterpreted. to result

as these strongly suggest that the cueing effect
increased evaluation apprehension, may be

from increases .in objective self-awareness. At
:ì:i,:ì.,:,.1i-':i....,

t :.
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this point it is useful to examine in more detair- two studies that have
been considered evid.ence for the apprehensive subject construct, and

have parallels i-n the literature on objective self-awareness.

Turner and simons (Lg74) in an investigation of Berkowitzrs
hTeapons effect hypothesis, found that high evaruation apprehension
instructions resul-ted in a decrease in the number of shocks that subjects
delivered. to a confederate. This finding was attributed to subjectsr
desire to receive a favourable evaluation from the experimenter; rower
aggression being associated with a more favourable evaluation. These
results parallel those of Fenigstein and Buss (Ig74) who found that when

nonaggression was the sarient standard. for subjects, increasing objective
self-awareness by means of a nr:Liror or the presence of an audience red
to a decrease in the number of shocks d.erivered to a confed.eïate. ït is
arso of interest to note that in d.iscussing their resurts, Turner and

simons (r974) suggested that the low evaluation apprehension condition
may have produced deindividuation by leading subjects to ber-ieve that
responses were not individually identifiable. !{ickl_und (Lg7S) has
related the process of deindividuation to objective self-a\^/areness,
suggesting that it is a method of preventing objective serf_awareness.
Thus' it seems reasonabtre to suggest that rurner and simon,,s manipulations,
intended to vary levers of evaruation apprehension, were in fact affect_
ing objective serf-avrareness, and that their resurts are consistent with
an interpretation based on the latter.

rt is al-so useful to examine one of the studies that was intended
to provide conclusive evidence that evaluation apprehension is predominant
over the good subject role. Kingsbury et al. (Lg7S) conducted a study
in which subjects were red to believe that the verbal conditioning task
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they were completing was related to a test of intelligence, a test of
adjustment' or a consumer survey (control condition). Kingsbury et ar.
hypothesized that when subjects werie led to believe that the task was a
measure of inteLligence, they would. emit the reinforced pronoun more
freguently than contror-s in an attempt to rook good by demonstrating
they had solved the contingencies. rn contrast, it was predicted that
when subjects thought the verbal conditioning task was rel-ated to the
test of adjustment, they would emit the reinforced. pronoun r_ess fre_
quently than controls due to rdefensive constriction. r Results confirmed.
their predictions.

This study is of particular ímportance in reference to objective
seLf-awareness since the reinforced pronoun was the pronoun ,,r.,, This
measure is -very simirar to those used to assess r_ever_s of objective
self-awareness. For example, Davis and Brock (Ig75) used frequency of
emission of personar pronouns as their measure of serf-awareness in a

task where subjects lvere to try and deduce the meaning of pronouns
printed in a foreign language. The independent variables they examined
were levels of objective self-awareness and nature of feedback regarding
success- rt is of interest to examine the rerevant hyBotheses of Davis
and Brock (which were confirmed) as well as their reasoning in choice of
a dependent measure, and. appry them to the study by Kingsbury et a1.
Ðavis and Brock chose their depend.ent measure on the assumption that the
focus of a person!Ç attention wourd be refrected in his verbal produc_
tions; to the extent that a personrs attention is focused ínward, that
person should produce statements that contain a reLatively large number

of self-references- Davis and. Brock arso hypothesized that peopre.who
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have received negative feedback (and experience a sar-ient negative
discrepancy) wourd attempt to avoid self-awareness and thus demonstrate
a decrease in their use of personal pronouns. In contrastr those sub_
jects who have received. positive feedback (and experience a positive
discrepancy) would attempt to maintain or increase self-awareness, and
thus have a high level of personal pronoun use.

rn applying this reasoning to the study of Kingsbury et ar., it
is usefur to consider the re and adjustment conditions separately. lvhen
subjects perceíved the verbal conditioning task to be a measure of rQ,
it seems reasonabre to assrme that those sr:bjects who had identified
the contingencies (i.e., h¡ere classj-fied. as aware) would be in a state
of objective serf-ahrareness and. wour-d experience a positive d.iscrepancy.
These subjects wourd be comparabr-e to the objective ser.f-awareness/
positive feedback subjects of Davis and Brock. Their increased emission
of personal pronouns would permit them to indicate they had sor-ved the
problem' and at the same time would increase or maintain objective serf-
a\'irareness and the positive affect associated wibh it (Davis & Brock,
Lg75) ' Thus an objective self-ah¡areness interpretation of the re condi-
tion of Kingsbury et al. would resurt in the prediction that subjects
woul-d seek to increase levels of objective self_ahrareness (or maintain
an already high revel), and as a consequence, increase their emission of
personal pronouns. rn contrast, when subjects thought the verbal con_
ditioning task was a measure,of adjustment, it is rikely that a negative
discrepancy would resuf,t, (since subjects would not know how to be

successful 0n the task) and that this in turn wour-d lead subjects to
attempt to reduce objective self_awareness; this latter purpose would be

: _ 
__ì. .
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most effectively accomplished by decreasing the use of personal pronouns
and avoiding reinforcement. These are the resurts obtained by Kingsbury
et al ' (1975) when comparisons were made with the controL condition. For
subjects in the rQ test condition, the difference in the mean number of
"r" responses produced during the 20 baseline trials and the last brock
of 20 (reinforced) triars, v¡as 11.1. The same comparison for subjects
in the control condition was 7.6, and for the adjustment test cond.ition,
3'5' Thus, the results of this study as well as those discussed earlier,
suggest that the theory of objective serf-awareness may be a viable
alternative to the concept of evaluation apprehension.

i -'tr '. ::. : ',!itrj r.i:.:.. ,. :.
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Appendix B: Instructions Major Study
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fnstructions

(Delivered by tape recorder)

The study you are participating in today involves the coll_ection of
some survey data- Your task today is called. a sentence construction

task. on the desk in front of you, you wirl find a pencir, some

paper, and a stack of 61 cards turned. face dov¡o. once the e:<periment

begins, the cards are to be turned over one at a time. on each card

is a past-tense verb and six pronouns. your task wirr be to con-

struct and write down a sentence that begins with one of the pronouns,

and uses the verb on the card. Do not think about the senterr".'for'

too long; just write down the first sentence that comes into your

mind.

. Nor^r turn over the first card. This card wir_r be used to give you an

exampÌe. on that cardr lou can see the past-tense verb "ater,r and

the six pronouns, "rnre, they, r, he, you, and she." The sentence for
this card shourd start with one of the pronouns, which ever one you

prefer, and should use the verb on the card; in this case the verb

"ate." so, for this exampler lou might wri-te down the sentence,

"he ate the apple-" or, you might write "we ate supper at my

house. tt

For the subject assigned to the high evaruation apprehe{rPion instruc-
tions condition, the tape continued:

Ìl

Now that you have received the instructions for the sentence con-

struct'iontask,we'd1iketogiveyouSomebackgroundonourresearchi

and on the task- The sentence construction task comprises a l

recently developed test of general intelligence. previous research l'+r.t,,n¡-,:'

iri
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in both the united states and canada has established that responses

to the sentence construction task are related to scores on other
tests of general interligence, and to scores on timed tests of
mental abirity. previous research has arso ind.icated that those

individuals who are suited for university education respond signi_
ficantly differently from those not suited for university education.
our research today is pointed. toward the further deveropment of the
sentence construction task as a measure of intelrigence and as an

instrument for picking out from the university popuration those

individuals who wourd be considered unsuitabre for *niversity
training and degrees. rn order to accomplish this we wil] be

comparing your results on the sentence construction task to your

marks in your psychol0gy class and to your overall GpA. For this
reason we would rike you to put your full name, and if known,

your student r.D. number' on all experimental materials. you may

rest assured that your performance today will have no effect at alL
on youÎ grade in psychol0gy or on your standing as a stud.ent.

sr:bjects in the ,low evaluation apprehension instructions cond.ition were

told:

Now that you have received the instructions for the sentence con-

struction task, werd like to give you some background on our

research and on the task. our interest in the sentence construction i] .:i.,..

task invol-ves integrating the various dimensions or factors
involved. in temporal-ringuistic expressive processes into a more

simprified model. This wirl be accomptished through a method which ;

statisticians call rstochastic-inferential mathematical modeling., 
i..r..-..,'.ii
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Previous research conducted. in both the united. states and canada,

has already indicated some of the factors that may be invorved.

our research today is pointed toward the further d.everopment of
mathematical formulae and. sampling distributions that will- describe

the nature of the processes we are interested in. prease do not
put your name or any other identification on any of the experimental

materials. our interest is in examining group responses to the

sentence construction task, and group average for this population.

After receiving one set of evaruation apprehension instructions, the
sr:bject in the cues condition was tord (via the tape recording):

You should have no trouble finishing the sentence construction task
within the time limits of the e>çeriment. Although most people in
the generar population task as much as 40 to 50 minutes to complete

the task, university students usuarly require no more than 30

minutes, and some are abre to complete the task in as littre as r_5

minutes.

For the subject in the no cues condition, these latter instructions v¡ere

omitted- After ascertaining that the subject has und.erstood the in-
structions, the expeimenter asked the subject to complete the remaining

60 cards.

80
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Appendix C: post-Expefimental euestionnaire
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SUBJECT 9UESTIONNAIRE*

Instructions

At this point in this experiment, we wourd like Èo get your i_deas

and thoughts about what you have d.one up until now. please answer each

of the following quesÈions frankly and. honestly. prease do not go on to
the next question *ntil you have completed your answer to the previous
one, and please do not go back to a question once you have started the
next one. Please turn over the pages one at a time.

1- Please indicate on each of the scales below, how you fert during
the experimental task. rndicate how you felt by placing a check mark on

eaih scale at the poínt that best represents how you felt. (For exampre,

if the scale was marked tvery ïrarmr on one side and ,very cold.r on the
other, and you felt very \¡¡arm, you would do this:

verY 
rh¡arm -{- 

- 
_ very cold

If you felt very cold you would d.o this:

very wafm
'ol very cold

rf you were somewhere between these thro extremes, you would check the
spot that best represents how you feel_, e.g., rnildly cold:

very $larm '/- 
-verYcold

Now complete the scales below:

(a) very anxious not at aLl anxious

not at all self-conscious

I .r!-:
..1:i;::!
::',.;ìllrl.l

(b) very self-conscious
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(c) very cooperative not at all cooperative
(d) very uncomfortable not at a1l uncomfortable
(e) very apprehensive not at a1l apprehensive 

.;;....:...
t,t,t,t,-a,,it.(f) l-ike r was-being not like r vras beingeval_uated evaluated

(S) very d.efiant not at al_l_ defiant l

(h) very concerned over nô+ ^+ 5.r.r ^^h^^s-^r ^--^_- I

how r *"..rrã ã; - ffi it :llu"ål"""ed 
over 

!.,1,,,,;.,.,| -' ,-'

2' A person's behaviour in any situation may be influenced by several
things. PLease indicate on the scares below, how much you think each of
the following influenced your responses on the sentence construction task.

(a) The type of person you are.

very much very little
(b) The type of person the experimenter is.

very much very 1itt1e
(c) The nature of the task itsel_f.

very much

(d) How any person in a psychorogical experiment is supposed to act.
very much very little

3. At the beginning of the sentence construction task, how werr_ did you

expect, Èo do?

I expected to do
very poorly

I expected to do
very well



4' while you \¡¡ere doing the sentence construction task, how welr_ did
you think you were doing?

very poorly_ very well

5' (a) what do you think the purpose of this experiment is?
(b) V0hen did this first occur to you?

6' (a) Do you think the experimenter wanted you to make up your

sentences j-n any particular way?

(b) If yes, j_n what way?

(c) Vthen did this first occur to you?

7 ' (a) Do you think you vrere supposed to use some of the pronouns

more than óthers?

(b) rf yes, which ones do you think you were supposed to use more?

(c) Vühen did this first occur to you?

8' (a) Do you think you were deceived (i.e., not tord the truth)
in this experiment?

(b) If yes, exactly what do you think you hrere being deceived

about?

(c) When did this first occur to you?

ì.':--.'...r'' .: '

. :1. :-,.1::..::
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9. (a)

(b)

(c)

Do you think the mirror had any purpose in the experiment?

If yes, what purpose?

Vfhen did this first occur to you?

10. (a) Have you heard

(b) If yes, exact:Ly

or read of this sort of experiment before?

what did you hear or read?

*8."h 
question originally on a separate sheet.

r'.::rrrl,:!
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Appendíx D: Statístícal Tables
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Table 6
surnmary Table for Analysis of variance on Personal pronoun Measure (eollapsed
Across Tríal-s), and for IfANovA on Blocks of (20) Tríals.

Across

F

Tríal-s BetÌreen Trials ' '.: --:,. ,.-_.r. .--' .SDülr s

lxD
2xD
3xD
4xD
5xD
6xD
7xD
LxE
2xE
3xE
4xE
5xE
6xE
7xE
DxE

0.19

0.03

0. 05

0.90

0. 65

4.7 2

0. 04

s.43

3 .03

0.t7
0.02

0.90

0.06

0. 04

0.02

.75

.42

.25

.72

.72

.1.7

.033

...23

.73

.66

.86

.83

,34

.42

.032

.83

.02r

.OB

.68

.BB

.glt

.80

.83

.90

.46

.68

.6r

.51

.56

.64

.60,

F

2.06

0.24

0.28

0.09

0.33

0.3 9

3.02

2.09

0.97

0.L4

0.21

2.65

0.34

0.r7

0.11

0.4s

0,42

2.89

0.25

o. 55

g
.13

.79

.v6

.9r

.72

.68

.o52

.13

.38

.87

.81

.07

.7L

.85

.90

.64

.66

.06

.78

.58

Souce

Grand Mean

ConËrast 1 0.10
Contrast 2 0.66
Contrast 3 il.33
Contrast 4 0.13

Contrast 5 0.13
Contrast 6 1.88

Contrast 7 4.63

åuBpxc (D) .;',;,' .(.\) 4 4

Expüri.n,(Ele olit2

Block( 1-2)

0. 98

1.00

0.92

0. s9

-0. 36

0.64

0.22

-0. 07

0.71.

0. 90

0. B1

0.99

r¡0.82

1 .00

0.99

0.94

-0.23
0.64

0.97

-0.47

-0.33
0. 99

0. s9

-0. a3

-0.02
0.86

0.7 6

Block(1+2 /Z)-Z
0. 17

:'0';.ø2

-0.40
0.79

0.94

0.7 6

0.97

1 .00

0.69

0.4r

0.57

-0.r7
0. s6

0. 01

-0.14
-0. 36

0.98

0.7 5

-0.25
0. 89

0.9s

-0.14
0.7 9

0.98

1 .00

-0.53

-0.67
0.82

-0. 10

0.89
o.28

0.98

I

0500 1.00

IxDxE 0.54

2xDxE 0.17

SxDxE 0.27

/¡xDxE 0.44

SxDxE 0.34

6xDxE 0.22

TxDxE 0.28

Note. Degrees-of

ånalysís, 2

See Table 2

8.A2{') . 98

0.11

0.77

0.42

0.20

o.20

L.49

1,.42

0.38

1.06

1,.1"2

.90

.47

.66

.82

.82

.23

.25

.68

.35

.33

0; 56

0.99

0.43

-ßi97t
-0.2t
and L28;freedom for unívariate analysis are

and L27.

for ConËrasts.

for mul-Ëívatj.axe
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Table 7
summary Table for Anal-ysis of variance on speed of performance Measure.

Source

Mirror (A)

Eval. App. (B)

Cues (c)

Subjecr Sex (D)

Experímenter (E)

AxB
AxC
AxD
AxE
BxC
BxD
BxE
CxD
CxE
DxE
AxBxC

'AxBxD

AxBxE
AxCxD
AxCxE
AxDxE
BxCxD
BxCxE
BxDxE
CxDxE
AxBxCxD
AxBxCxE
AxBxDxE
AxCxDxE
BxCxDxE
AxBxCxDxE

I
2141

12.24

3.23

2.81.

0.02

3.35

2.96

0.03

I .81

0.16

0.L4

0.04

0. 00

0. 01

0.43

0.01

0. 00

0.29

0.16

0.10

0.60õ

0.02

0;49

0.06

0.51

0.37

0. 00

0.00

3.47

1.44

2.3L

¿
.12

. .0007

.07 5

.10

.89

.07

.09
' .87

.18

.69

.7L

.84

.96

.92 -'

.51

.93

1 .00

.59

.69

.75

.44

.88

.49

.81

,48

'54
1¡,00t:

.98

006

.23

.13

Note' Degrees-of-freedom f or each hypothesis r,ùere l.i and r2g.
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summary Table for I4ANovA ôn AËËributions to the self, Experimenter (Er),
Task and subject Role (sR), anddlnívariate signífj-cance for self-Atrri.butíons.

Seurce F p
Mírror (A) L,77 .I4
Eval. App. (B) 0.58 .68

Cues (c) 1.10 .36
Subjecr Sex (D) 0.54 .7L

Experímenrer (E) I.S2 .20
AxB 2.7t .03
AxC 0.50 .74
AxD I.54.19
AxE 0.90 .47
BxC L.73.15
BxD 1.09 .37
BxE 0.99 .4L
CxD 0.35 .85
CxE 1.09 .37
DxE 0.54 .71
AxBxC 2.Ig eO7

AxBxD L.73.15
AxBxE 2.3I .06
AxCxD 0.87 .48
AxCxE LL52 .20
AxDxE 1.08 .37
BxCxD 0.08 .99
BxCxE 0.43 .79
BxDxE 0.30 .88
CxDxE 0.30 .87
AxBxCxD 0.28.89
AxBxCxE 0.86 .4g
AxBxDxE 1.63 .I7
AxCxDxE 1.14 .34
BxCxDxE L.44 .22
AxBxCxDxE 1.83 .13

SDhIr s

Er Task

-0.66 -0.64
-0.42 -0.22
:.,0. B0 -0. 50

0.68 -0.06
-0.34 -0.32
-0.27 -0.95
-0.2L -0.62
0.58 -0.3s

-0.31 -0.9s
-0.52 -0.20
-0.44 -0.81
0.25 -0.68
0.27 -0.68

-0.04 -0.68
0.38 -0.08

-0.01 0.06

-0.13 -0.91
o .29 -0. 83

-o.29 -0.22
0.7 6 -0. s4

-0.31 -0.80
-0. 50 -0.7 4
0.34 -0. 9s

-o .7 5 -0. 65

0. 16 -0. 13

0.53 -0.41
0.47 -0.51

-0.57 0.10

ç0331 -0.36
0.85 -0.03

-0.55 0.16

Sel-f

-0.22
0.91

-0. 03

-0. B5

0.93**
0.02

0. 84

0.22

-0. 16

0.34

0.r2
0.7 2

0.60
* -0.02

0. 86

0.47*

0. 06

-0.52
-0. 78

0. 38

-0. 43

0.40

0.30

0.20

-0.67

-0.04
0.31

-0.57*
-0.70
-0. s4

0. 73

Sr

0.10

-0.31

-0.05
0.02

o.49

0.02

0.19

-0.70
o.4L

-o.7r
-0.15
-0.07
-0. 31

0.97

-0.35
0. B0

-0. 19

0. s0

-0.22
-0.07

0. 56

0.62

0.11

0.46

-0.62

-0.7L
0.7 2

-0. 40

0.70

-0. 40

-0.60

':-.: r :
-, t: -::

lrt t--.:!..!-'l:.- ;iNote' Degrees-of-freedom for each hypothesís r^rere 4 ¿¡¿ r,25.
* p (.10
** p ( .05 (degrees-of-freedom = 1 ,L2g f.or unívariate test) .
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Table 9
summary Table for MANovA on Measures of Anxiety, Apprehensíveness,(Appr),
concern over performance (concern) and Feelings of Evaluatíon (Evaluated).

D

.0L4

. 016

.83

.63

.46

.034

.42

.13

.s9

.s4

.72

.50

.38

.36

.07

.22

.06

.30

.66

.88

.98

.009

.25

.07

.003

.13

.76

.78

.48

.6L

.82

SDüI| s

Appr concern
Source L
MÍrror (A) 3.27
Eva1. App. (B) 3.18
Cues (C) 0.36
Subjecr Sex (D) 0.65
Experimenter (E) 0.92

2.7 0

0. 98

1 . B1

0.7r
0.78

0.52

0. B4

1 .06

I .09

2.19

1.46

2.3L

L.22

0. 61

0.29

0. 09

3. s6

L.36

2.23

4.29

Anxiety

-0. 38

-0.06

-0.4L

-0.20

-0. 1_1

-0.6s
0.77

0.52

-0.05
-0. 11

-0. 55

-0.49
-0. 16

- -0.4s
0. 63

0.07

-0. 07

0.05

0.62'

-L.02

-0.92
0.23

-0.49
-0.41

-0.L2
0.00

-0. 9s

0.7 6

0.22

0.36

0.88

0.27

0.05

-0.53

-0.47
0.2L

1.07

-0.03

-r.02
I .06

-0. s0

0.33

-0.16
0. s9

-0.39
0.50

-0.r7
0. s6

-0.93
-0. 45

0.92

-0.16
-0. 08

0. 10

0,42 |

-0.27
-0.93

0.7 6

0.41

-0. 65

0.7 4

-0.87

-0.22
-0.56

-0.34
-0.22
-1. 08

0,L2

-0.78
0.08

-0.42
-0. 63

-0.38
0. 09

-0.77
-0.01

-0.40
-0. 84

-0.52
-0.38
-0. 87
: o.02

-0.13
-0.73

-0.42
-0. 45

0.02
:-0. 13

-0. 55

-0.16

-o.27
0. 03

0.03

Evaluated

1 .00

-0.64
0. 84

r.04

0. 59

-0.53
0.31

-0.34

-0.2L

-0.09
-0.64
-0.71
0.77

o. 93

-0 -4s

-0.22
0. 83

0.40

0.27

-0. 19

0. 36

0.99

-0.56
-0.68

L.O4

-0.08
0.28

-0.44
1 .01

-0.70
-0.38

AxB
AxC
AxD
AxE
BxC
BxD
BxE
CxD
CxE
DxE
AxBxC
AxBxD
AxBxE
AxCxD
AxCxE
AxDxE
BxCxD
BxCxE
BxDxE
CxDxE
AxBxCxD 1.gO

AxBxCxE 0.46
AxBxDxE 0,44
AxCxDxE 0.gB
BxCxDxE 0.70
AxBxCxDxE0.39

Note. Degrees-of-freedom for each hypothesj_s ¡¡ere ,t¡ 

^nd I25.
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Table 10

summary Table for MANova on Measures of Retrospeetive Expected and Achieved
Success

SDIü's

Source g. p
Mirror (A) 0.99 .37

Eval. App. (B) 0.61 .55
Cues (C) 0.24 .78

Subject Sex (D) 4.I5 .018

Experimenrer (E) 0.43 .65

AxB 1.33 .27
AxC 0.05 .95

AxD 0.99 .37
AxE 0.15 .86

BxC 0.45 .64
BxD 0.75 .47
BxE 0.42 .66
CxD 2.98 .054
CxE 0.44 .65
DxE 1.85 .16
AxBxC 0.38 .68
AxBxD 0.33 .72

AxBxE 0.09 .92

AxCxD 0.01 .99
AxCxE 0.87 .42
AxDxE 0.2& .79

BxCxD 0.53 .59
BxCxE 2.46.09
BxDxE 0.62 .54
CxDxE 0.84 .43
AxBxCxD 0.74 .48
AxBxCxE 0.42 .66
A x B x D x E I.zL "r30
AxCxDxE 0.12 .89
BxCxDxE 0.70.8510
AxBxCxDxE L.L7 .31

Expected

-0.14
1.04

0.32

0. s6

1 .00

0. 98

-0. 90

-0.14
-0.07

-1.07

-0. 85

-0. 03

0.64'
1 .06

-0.58
L.T2

-0.22
0.77

-0. 90

-0.27

-0.32
0.52

-0.7 6

0. 90

-0.19
1 .09

-0.03

-0.24
0. 89

-0.24
0.12

Achieved

1 .06

-0. 09

0.81

0. 61

0. 00

0.03

1.01

1.06

1 .03

.0.81
1 .09

1 .01

0. 53

-0. 16

I.t2
-0. 58

1.08

0.37

1 .01

1.09

1.10

0. 65

1 .09

0. 19

L.07

-0.25
1.01

1.09

0.2I
1 .09

0.94

Ng-t". Degrees-of-freedom f or each hypothesis r.zere Ð and, I27.
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Table tl
sunmary Table for Analysis of varíance on Measure of self-conciousness.

Source F

Mirror (A) 
0.36

Eval. App. (B) 
0.73

cues (c) r.23
Subjecr Sex (D) 3.53
Experimenrer (E) O.Iz
AxB 

0.26
Axc 

o.o7
AxD 

4.g3
AxE 

o.o3
Bxc 

0.47
BxD r.64
BxE 

0.59
cxD 

o.r2
cxE 

L.43
DxE 

6.14
AxBxC

1 .05
AxBxD 

0.36
A x B x E g.gg
AxcxD 

0.47
A x c x E r.o5
AxDxE. 

0.36
BxcxD 

0.59
BxcxE 

2.64
BxDxE 

2.37
cxDxE 

o.1g
AxBxCxD 

5.32
A x B x C x E I.64
AxBxDxE 

O.OO
AxcxDxE 

+.a6
B x C x D x E 1.05
AxBxCxDxE 

0.03

p

.55

.39

.27

.06

/73

.6r
0800

.028

.86

.50

.20

.44

.73

.23

.015

.31

.55

.002

.50

.31

.55

.44

.11

.13

.67

.023

.20

1.00

.03s

.31

.86

l-'j' ..

j.:'1...:
i .:.. :.t .

l:-;:::.j.

'::;: \:t::

Note. Degrees-of-freedom for each hypothesis \,rere l and L2g.
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Table L2
summary Table for MAr{ovA on Measures of cooperation and Defiance

SDtrrIr s
Source

Mirror (A)

Eval. App. (B)

Cues (C)

Subjecr Sex (D)

Experímenter (E)

AxB
AxC
AxD
AxE
BxC
BxD
BxE
CxD
CxE
DxE
AxBxC
AxBxD
AxBxE
AxCxD
AxCxE
AxDxE
BxCxD
BxCxE
BxDxE
CxDxE
AxBxCxD
AxBxCxE
AxBxDxE
AxCxDxE
BxCxDxE
AxBxCxDxE

Ip
1 .51 .23

2.25 . 11

5.13 .007

1.63 .20

0.18 .83

0.13 .88

0.58 .s6

0.04 .96

0.50 .61.

5.67 .004

0.92 .40

3.01 .053

1.92 .15

I.45 .24

L.75 .18

0.69 .51

0.37 .69

1.04 .36

0.58 :56
0.10 .90

0.38 .69

0.02 .99

0.70 .50
L.75 .18

0.75 .47

0.93 .40

0.40 .67

0.41 .66

1.06 .35

2.85 .06

L.45 .24

Cooperatíon

0.L4

-0551

0.16

-0. 31

I .00

0.23

0.7 5

-0.L4
0. 55

0.24

-0.35
0.23

0.13
- 0.74

0. 98

0.7 9

0.90

0. 82

0.64 
1

0. B0

-0.29
-0.29
0.92

0.2r

0. 87

0.52

0.99

-0.7 4

0.91

0.02

-0. s8

Defianee

I .00

0.81

1 .00

0.92

0.19

11.00

. 0.74

0. 98

0.89

1 .00

0.90

1 .00

1.00

o.7 6

0.31

-0. s4

0. s4

-0.50
0. 84

0.69

0.93

0. 93

-0. 33

I .00

-0.41
0.91

0.28

-0.60
0.51

1.00

0.7 6

i;:,1

Note' Degrees-of-freedom for each hypothesis '$¡ere 2 anð, r27.



Experlmenter
Sex of
Subj ec t

Male

Mlrror Absent

Hlgh Evaluation Low EvaluatfonApprehension Apprehensfon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

27.6 zL.B 20.2 24.2

Female

- 
Tabl_e 13

Mean lgveqall Frequency of personal pronoun use

Note: Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Male

2ø.8 2o.o

Female

30.0 2ã.4

22.6 n.o

rB.2 24.6

Mlrror

tllgh Evaluarion
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

23.6 22:2

27.4 25.0

Standard deviatíon = 6.4.

27.0

Present

Lor¡ Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

24.6 27.6

25.0 23.8

26.6

27.4 2L.O

26,8 18.8

25.2

24.2 21.6

2s.2

23.4 19.6

:.r ,

l.o
,s



Experimenter
Sex of
Subj ect

Male

High Evaluation Low EvaluatÍonApprehenslon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

1004,' 7.8 8 .2 8.4

Mean Frequency of

Mirror Absent

Female

Note: Means based upon

Male

Table 14

Personal pronoun Use for the FÍrst Block of

7.2 7.2

Female

10.4 9.0

8.6 6.2

5 subjects peÌ

5.6

7.6

Mirror

Illgh Evaluatfon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

8.4 9.0

ceIl. Standard

8.8

7 .8 8.4

6.8

20 Tríals

Present

Low EvaluaÈion
ApprehensÍon

Cues No Cues

9.2 7.6

devíation = 2.9.

7.0 8.2

t0.2 rv).6

.;, i

t'.;:
i:it!:.

10.0 6.0

8.8

8.0 8.2

9.0

9.2 6.4

;,.: 1

\o
LII



ExperÍmenter

Tabl_e .15

Mean Frequency of Personal Pøonoun use for the second. Block of 20 Trials
Ml_rror Absent Mfrror present

High Evaluation Low Evaluatlon Hlgh Evaluatlon Low Eva]uationApprehensfon Apprehension Apprehension Apprehension
Cues No Cues Cues No Cues Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

9.0 7 .4 5,4 8.2 s.2 8.6 7.6 7 .O

Sex of
Subj ecË

Male

Female

Note:

Male

Means based upon 5 subjects per ce1_1.

7.2

Female

10.8 7.6

6.2

7.0 8.8

, 
1.,;,:ì:.,.i

: - .,,.'tìrit,

. ;tl:r.'

6.6

7.6

7.2

Standard deviation = 2.7.

9.8 7 .4

:tr:;r-rr r1:

iii,iil
i,'iiti:,i!.,

r.l I'.1

7.2

7.4

'.: .., r.,
:¡.,. ,,: .ì

8.0 6.6

8.2

8.2 6.2

7.8

B. 4 6.8

8.4

7.8 6.4

\o
Or



Experimenter

Table 16

Mean Freqqency of Personal Pronoun use for the Third Bl-ock of. 20 Trials
Mlrror Absent Mirror present

ttigh EvaluatÍon Low EvaluatÍon Hlgh Evaluation Lor¿ EvaluationApprehensfon Apprehension ApprehensÍon Apprehension
Cues No Cues Cues No Cues Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

8.2 6.6 6.6 7 .6 g.4 9.0 7 .8 7 .O

Sex of
Subj ec È

Male

Female

Note: Means based upon

Male 8.8

6.4

Female

6.6

7 .0 8.0

8.8 s.4

5 subjects per cell.

6.0 8.6

Standard deviatÍon = 2.6.

9.8

8.2

9.2

10.6

9.2 6.8

7.4

8.6 6.6

8.6

ú.8 6.8

7.8

6.4 6.8

ro{



Experimenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mlrror

Hfgh Evaluatlon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

22¿zz 2s.s

Female

Note: Means based upon 5

Table 3,7

Mean Speed of performance in Minutes

Male

Absent

Lor¿ Evaluatlon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

22.9 20.4

24.4

Female

23.3 20.9

19.6

1,7.2 22.8

subjects per cel1.

18. g 21, .4

Mlrror

High Evaluatíon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

21.5 21.7

,:.a; iì

ji::.

20.0 20.1

SËandard devíatíon = 6.6.

t9.9 18.6

Present

Low Evaluatíon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

15.2 18. I

17.4 24.s

21.7 28.9

20.2 22.3

L3.7

15.5 2L.2

19.0

1ú622 74.9

l.o
æ



Experimenter
Sex of
Subj eet

Male

Mlrror

Hlgh Evaluation
Apprehenslon

Cues No Cues

5 .2 5.8

Female

Note:

Male 5.6

Absent

Low Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

4.4 4,8

5.0

Tabl_e Lg

Mean Self-Attribution

Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Female

4.0

6.4 5.2

5.6

3.6 5. 6 5.4 5. 6

Mírror

High Evaluatíon
Apprehensfon

Cues No Cues

6. 0 5.8

+.ø 6.8 5.6 s.2

Standard devÍation = I.7.

566 4.0 5.2 5.4

Present

Low Evaluation
ApprehensÍon

Cues No Cues

6.0 4.6

4.8

5.8 5.0

3,4

6.2 6.6

\o
\0



Experímenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mirror Absent

High Evaluatlon Low EvaluatíonApprehenslon Apprehenslon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

3.0 2.2 7.2 2.2

1.6 2.6 2.6 r.4
Female

Table t 9

Mean Attributíons to the Experímenter

Note:

Male

Means based upon 5

Female

1 .8 2.4

3. 0 t.2

subjects per cel1.
¡

Mlrror

High Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

2.4 2.4

2.8 2.8

3.2 1.6

Standard devi.atíon = .!..7 
.

2.8 r .4

Present

Low Evaluation
Apprehenslon

Cues No Cues

4,0 2.2

4.0 2.0

:r'.1:l
::ì..: ,tì'l:'r..:,\'... .:: ì

2.4 2.4

2.0 2.4

2.0

3. 6 4.0

t.4

j, ,:
il:,

Foo



ExperÍmenter

Table

Mean Attributions

Mfrror Absent

Hlgh Evaluatfon Lor¿ EvaluatfonApprehenslon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

8.4? " .:, 3.2 4.8 3.6

Sex of
Subj ec r

Male

Female

Note:

Male

Means based upon 5 subject.s per

5.2

Female

5.2 5.6

4.2

20

to the Task

Mirror

High Evaj-uatíon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5.8 s.4

s.4 5.4

4.8

4.0

cell. Standard

4.4

4.2

4.0

Present

Low Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5. 6 5.2

deviation = 1.5.

3.6

3.8

4.8 4.8

4.4

2.8 4.2

5.6

5.2 4.0

5.6

6.4 s.4

ts
O"
t--



Experimenter

Table 2l

Mean Attributíons to the

Mirror Absent

Hlgh Evaluation Lovr EvaluationApprehenslon Apprehensíon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

3.2 3.2 2.2 3.0

Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Female

Note: Means based upon

Male

3.6

Female

2.8 3. O

3.0

4.4 3. 6

5 subjects per cell.

Subject Role

Mlrror

HÍgh Evaluatíon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

2.4 4.0

3.0

4.0 2.8

3.8

Standard devÍaËion = 1.g.

3.6 3.2

'ì:j-ij:.ra;ì
:tii, I ::r

Present

Lor¿ Evaluation
Apprehensíon

Cues No Cues

5.0 2.2

r.4

4,6 4.ø

3.8

:i:,.ì,ii

';::;):;i

2.2 3.2

3.6

4.0 3.2

3.6

5.2 2.4

, ri )ri

iìi'::.',::.

Fo
N)



ExperÍmenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mlrror Absent

High Evaluatfon Low EvaluationApprehensfon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

3.8 3.6 2.4 3.8

Female

Note:

Male

,thbLe e2

Mean Sel-f-Reported AnxíeËy

4.2 4.6

Means based upon

Female

4.0 3. h

2.0

5 subjects

r,,.j,l¡

:::iil;1!
,l ri:r

3.6

3.2 4.2

Mirror

Hlgh Evaluarion
Apprehensfon

Cues No Cues

3. 6 3.8

per cell.

4.2 4.2

Standard devÍatíon = 1.g

4.4 2.4

Present

Low Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

3.6 3.0

4.6 3. B

,t

4.8 &.8

3.2 3. o

3.8

3. 8 2.8

3.0

4.6 3.2

Ho(,



Experímenter
Sex of
Subj ect

Male

Mlrror

High Evaluatfon
Apprehenslon

Cues No Cues

Female

4.2

Table 23

Mean Self-Reported Apprehensiveness

Note:

Male 3.6

Absent

Low Evaluatlon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5.4 s.4

Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

4.0

Female 3.4 4.2

3.0

2.0

Mlrror present

Htgh Evaluation Low Evaluation
Apprehenslon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

4.0 2.8

3.4

3.4 4.2

Standard deviation = L.7.

4.0 2.4

2,6

3.0 2.2

4.0

:.

I

I

i

I

I

åi
I
Ë'

Ë

Þ

ii

Ë
[::
ti
t:.
t::
F
t¡i

l.'r

:li
ll::,

i..:

ri;;lj,!
!¡il
,3:'

,lì,
\:i

ili
i:::
'.;i:;

¡]

4.2 5.0

2.6 2.6

4.2

3.0 3.8

2.8

4.4 3.0

4.4 2,6

H
O
rÞJ



Experl-menter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mirror

High Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5.6 2.A

Female

TabLe 24

Mean Self-Reported Concern

Absent

Lor¿ Evaluatlon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

3.6 4.4

Note:

Male

4.6

Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Female

3.0 5.2

6,4

4.8 4.6

Over Performance

Mirror

ilfgh Evaluarion
Apprehensfon

Cues No Cues

5.0 3. B

3.2

2.0 5. 0

3.4

Standard devíatíon = L.B.

6.2 3. B

Present

Low Evaluation
Apprehension

Cr:es No Cr¡es

2.6 2.2

3.4

3.2 5. 6

4.0

2.4 3.6

2.8

1.6 2.4

2.2

5.0 2.8
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Experimenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mirror

Hfgh Evaluatlon
Apprehensfon

Cues No Cues

Female

Table 25

Mean Sel_f-Reported Feel_íngs of Evaluation

Absent Mirror

Low Evaluation Hlgh Evaluation
Apprehension Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

6.2

Note: Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Male

6.2 5.0

4.4

Female

4.4 s.2

4.6 4.0

4.0

3.4

3.4

4.2

4.0

Standard devíation = 2.0.

5.4 4.2

3.2

4.6

Present

Low Evaluatíon
ApprehensÍon

Cues No Cues

4.2 5.4

5.4

],'.,']]

3.6 6.0

3,4 4.8

6.0

3.2 4.4

3.4

4.0 2.0

4.2 3. B
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ExperLmenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

High Evaluatlon Lov¡ EvaluationApprehensÍon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

4.8 4.8 6.8 s.6

Mean

Mirror Absent

Female

Note: Means based upon 5 subjects per celI.

Male

TabLe 26

Retrospective Expected. Success

4 .6 4.0

Female

5.6 s.8

4.0 5.0

i'::: -l'
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:1,:.llr.

i' ''' :

t'l ¡t':i
.',1:,,.i.

4.0 5.8

Mirror

High Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5.8 4.8

6.2 s.4

$tandard deviatíon = l.g.

5.0 6.0
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Present

Lo¡,¡ EvaluaÈion
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5. B 4.6

4.2 5.4

5.4 6.0

1.i.1

4.2 5.4

4,6

5.4 5.0

4.6

4 .8 5.2
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Experlmenter
Sex of
Subj ecr

Male

Mlrror Absent

Hfgh Evaluatfon Low Eval_uatl-onApprehensíon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

4.2 4;B 6,4 s.2

Female

Note: Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Male

4.6 4.8

IabLe 27

Mean Perceived Success

Female 4.4 4.6

6. o 5.2

3.6 s.2

Mlrror present

Hlgh Evaluatlon Low EvaluationApprehension Apprehensíon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

4.8 4.4 5.2 3.8

5.4 5. 6

Standard deviatíon = 1.3.

4.6 4.6 4.6 4.4

4.2 6.2 4.S s. o

s.0 5.0
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Experimenter
Sex of
Subj ec r

Male

Mirror Absent

Hlgh Evaluation Low EvaluatfonApprehension Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

5.2 2.6 2.6 3.2

Female

Note:

Tabl_e 28

Mean Sel-f-Reported Sel_f-Concíousness

Male

4.8 4.8

Means based upon 5 subjects per cell.

Female 2.2 2.8

3.6 3.6

Mfrror present

High Evaluation Low EvaluatÍonApprehensfon Apprehension

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

3.0 4.8 4.4 3.8

3.0 3.6 3.6 3.4

3.6 4.4

Standard deviation = 1.9.

5.8 2.6 2.6 3.0

6.4 5.4

3.6 4.2

5. 0 2.6

3. 0 2.4
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Experl-menter
Sex of
Subj ect

Male

Mirror Absent

Hlgh Evaluat.lon Lor.r Evaluatl-on
Apprehenslon Apprehensíon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

lo"lt

Female

6.0

Note: Means based upon

IabLe 29

Mean Self-Reported Cooperativeness

Male

6.2 6.2

6.4

Female

6.4 6.2

6.4 6.6

6.8

5 subjects per eell.

6.6

5.4

Mirror

I{ígh Evaluation
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

5.8

5.4

Standard devíaËion = L.2

6.4 6.2

6.0

6.8

Present

Low Evaluatíon
Apprehensíon

Cues No Cues

6.0 6.6

6.0

5.4 6.2
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Experímenter

Table 30

Mean Sel_f_Reported

Mirror Absent

Hlgh Evaluatlon Lor¿ EvaluatíonApprehensfon ApprehensÍon

Cues No Cues Cues No Cues

3.2 3.4 3.4 2.6

Sex of
Subj ect

Male

Female

Note: Means based upon 5 subjects

Male

3.4

Female L.6 1.8

2.4 2.4

1.8

Defíance

Mirror

Hlgh Evaluarion
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

1.6 3.0

3.8

per cell.

3.2 2.8

L.2

Standard deviation = 1.4.

5.2 2.6

Present

Low Evaluatíon
Apprehension

Cues No Cues

3. 8 r.4

3.0

2.6 3. 0

7.6

1.0 2.0

2.2
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Appendix E: Validation Study
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Validation Studv

subjects- subjects were 29 mare and 29 femare introductory psycho_

logy students who participated in order to receive experlmental_ cred.it.
None of the subjects had participated in study 1. tíe aata from one

subject of each sex \¡rere discard.ed due to fairure to folrow the experi_
mental instructions.

Procedure

subjects participated in the study in same-sex groups of four to
eighÈ' subjects were told the study involved the corlection of survey
data' They were given a response bookret which contained the 60 randomly
ordered verb-pronoun sets used in Study 1 (see Appendix F). There were
four verb-pronoun'sets on each page, with room below each for the sub-
ject to write a sentence. subjects were asked to write down the first
sentence that came to mind. for each of the verb-pronoun sets.

After completing the 60 sentences, subjects were given an unrabel]ed
copy of the self-consciousness scale (Fenigstein et a1., rgTs), which,
through the private serf-consciousness subscale, assesses the individual_
difference anarog to a state of objective self-awareness. Finalry,
subjects were given a post-experimental questionnaire which asked their
thoughts on the nature of the experiment and how they went about making
up their sentences.

Method
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SUBJECT QUESTTONNATRE 
*

vte are interested in your ideas, thoughts and understanding of
the e>rperiment you have just compreted. prease ans\^/er each of the
questions on the next several pages in their numbered. order. please
DO NOT go on Èo the next question until you have given an answer to
the previous question and. prease do not go back to a question once you
have started on the next, one.

1. Iìfhat did you think the experi.ment was about?

2' (a) while going through the sentences did you think you were

supposed to make them up in any particular way?

(b) How?

3' Irow did you go about deciding which of the pronouns to use?
4. While you \^rere writing the sentences, how well did you think

you were doing? (Check one spot on the scaLe below)

very poorly _ very well
5- what aspect of your sentences do you think the experimenter wirr

examine when scoring your responses? vfhy do you think these
aspects are important?

6' The resurts of experiments of this t¡zpe are more easily understood
if we understand each subject's prior exposure to this kind of
study.

(a) Have you heard anything about this experiment or an

experiment of this type from your friends or other students?
. - :-!., , ..! t:,.1. ..'. .
li--i::ì:f. i..::r:. 1'l<

l. -. :, .1

l
It-
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If so, vrhat?

(b) Have you read in textbooks

experiments of this type?

or heard in lectures about

If so, what?

Each question originally on a separate sheet.
i..r, .

i;l¡;1 ;: .¡: . '

l: .. .. ..
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Appendix F: Materials - Validation Study
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Instructions

The study you are participating in todayoinvolves the colr_ection
of some survey data. !{hat r would like you to do is to construct a
number of sentences. On the desk in front of you, you.will find a
pencil, and a response bookr-et. once you start the sentence construc_
tion task, the pages of the book.et are to be turned over one at a time.
on each page of the booklet are four sets of words. Each set contains
one past-tense verb and six pronouns.

For each verb-pronouÍr set, you task wil_l_ be to construct and
write down a sentence th"t

the verb. Just write down the first sentence that comes into your mind.
Now 100k at the first page of the booklet. This page will be used

to give you an example. on that pager }zou can see the past_tense verb
t'ate',, and the six pronouns, ,,we, they, I, he r !or , and she.,, The
sentence for this set shourd start with one of the pronouns, which ever
one you prefer, and should use the verb on the card; in this case the
verb "ate." So, for this example, you might write down the sentence
"he ate the appre ," er, you might write, "\nre ate supper at my house.,,
Now please turn the page and comprete the sixty remaining verb_pronoun
sets.

l. ì-

I .-

1.. '.. :..-.
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\ÆRB-PRONOUN SETS*

EXAMPI,E

ATE

VIE THEY I HE yOU SHE ],,-',-',:'
.l:.- ..'-

Sample responses:

IIe ate the apple.

or

Vte ate supper at my house

If you have understood the instructions, please turn the page
and. complete the sixty remaining verb_pronoun sets.

BECAME

SHE HE YoU T¡üE TIÍEY T

NEEÐED

YOU I TI{EY TIE WE SFTE

VüATTED

YOU T VTE HE SHE THEY

GOT

!üE YOU TI{EY HE Ï SHE

RODE

T SHE THEY YOU VüE HE

T'ELT

VüE T SHE YOU TTIEY HE

1.

2.

3.

¿.

5.

6.
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HAD

VüE HE YOU T THEY S¡TE

KEPT

T¡IEY YOU SHE }TE HE I

GREVÍ

WE YOU SHE T THEY }TE

10. 
DrD

SHE YOU I ü¡g HE THEY

11. 
cALLED

SHE VOE THEY HE YOU T

12.
RAN

r SHE THEY YOU VüE TIE

13. 
cAME

SHE THEY r nn yOU vqg

L4.
DREÌI

SHE YOU HE THEY VfE I

READ

YOU !ÍE THEY ¡TE SIIE T

7.

8.

9.

15.

16. 
SHOVIED

I VTE SHE HE YOU TIIEY

17. 
BLEW

SHE HE T YOU THEY VIE

18. 
ADDEÐ

THEY T Y¡g YOU SHE HE
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19.

20.

2L.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

STTE vùE

T¡üE rHEY

SHE THEY

THEY

THEY HE

TTIEY

IfE WE

BROUGHT

ITE I

BURNED

TTIEY HE

FELL

rIæ

BELTEVED

Ï YOU

CARED

HE

v[As

YOU

LO\ÆD

YOU

STOOD

YOU HE

SLEPT

YOU HE

VIENT

YOU SHE

CARRIED

YOU HE

YOU THEY

YOU

YOU SHE

THEY

WE

vilE

S¡IE vüE

SHE THEY

SHE 9ùE

SHE VüE

SHE HE

YOU

viE SÉIE IIE

TALKED

ÍrE YOU SITE HE THEY

,.:l:
r:).

vüE

29

30.

SHE THEY vtE

TTIEY
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3t_.

32-

33.

36.

39.

ANSTüERED

YOU THEY SHE Ì¡tE f ¡¡n

RAÏSED

YOU WE T}IEY HE SHE I

LT\¡EÐ

TTÍEY VIE I HE YOU SHE

34. RECETVED

I YOU THEY SHE HE VIE

35.
LOST

THEY HE T YOU SHE VÙE

ASKED

YOU THEY SHE VüE I HE

37. DRoppED

VüE SHE THEY YOU HE T

38.
TOLD

r HS SHE THEY VTE YOU

HELÐ

TTÍEY YOU SHE WE HE I

40. 
OPENED

YOU THEY HE SHE VTE I

4L - sAtD .:

T STTE WE HE YOU THEV

CH.A}üGED

SHE YOU }üE I HS THEY

42.
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43.

44.

47.

TRTED

I HE S¡TE THEY VTE YOU

MO\¡ED

YOU I THEY HE TfE SHE

45. REACSIEÐ

T YOU THEY SHE HE !üE

46- BEGAN

SHE HE YOU VüE THEY I

MADE

YOU HE TTIEY STTE T WE

48. 
SPOKE

T THEY YOU HE SHE VüE

49. TOOK

I VTE YoU SHE HE THEY

50, pAfD

YOU VüE HE I SHE THEy

51. covERED

SHE YOU }üE T HE THEY

52.
KNEVü

THEY YOU I HE VVE SHE

SET

r lre sHE rfg you THE'

CUT

. STÍE YOU I VüE ' O THEY

53.

54.
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HEVÛE

VüE

56.

vtE

ûÍE

55.

57.

58.

60.

SENT

ST.AYED

YOU HE

FOi'ND

TIIEY HE

T¡üENT

LÏKED

SHE HE

OWNED

HE SHE

THEY

S¡IE

¡ttt:;'
THEY

59.

THEY

Originally presented with 4 iterns to a page.
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SELF{ONSCTOUSNESS SCALE

on the pages that folrov/ you will find a number of statements that
an individuar might make about himself or herself. I¡tre wour_d like you
to read these statements carefu'ly, and decide how typical 0r atypical
each one is of you.

Make your responses in pencil 0n the accompanying rBM sheet.
Please do not make any marks on this questionnaire itself. rt does not
matter if you have filred out this scar_e in the past. Just respond to
each statement as honestly and frankly as you can.

Please respond to each of the statements on the forl0wing page

4 5 extremely
characteristic

rf a statement is of you (that is, you
very much unlike the statement) then fill in the bubble marked ,,1,, for
thatstatementontheIBMsheet.IfaStatementis%

istic of you (that is, you are vetîy much 1ike the statement), then fill
in the bubble marked "5" for that statement on the rBM sheet. rf you
are somewhere in between these tv¡o extremes, then fitl in the bubble
("2 " "3," 6¡ "4") that best describes how characteristic the state_
ment is of you' This scale is reproduced at the top of each page.

Prease make sure_ the question number on the rBM sheet corresponds
to the nurnber of the statement you are responding tor and that you
respond to each statement.

using this scaLe:

extremely I 2 3uncharacteristic

i,:

l:
.l

:l:
;:

j:,lLl.:.::.1

Now please turn the page and begin.
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extremely characteristic
extremely uncharacteristic

1. I'm always trying to figrure myself out.
2. Irm concerned about my style of doing things.
3. Generally, Irm not very aware of myself.
4' rt takes me time to overcome my shyness in new situations.
5. I reflect about myself a lot.
6. I'm concerned about the rray I present myself.
7. Irm often the subject of my owïì fantasies.
8. I have trouble working when someone is watching me.
g. I never scrutinize myself.

10. f get embarrassed very easily.
11. lrm self-conscious about the way f l_ook.

12. I don't fj-nd it hard to taLk to strangers.
13. Ilm generally attentive to my inner feelings
L4. I usually \À¡orry about making a good impression.
15. I'm constantly examining my motives.

16. I feel anxious when I speak in front of a group.
L7 ' one of the last things r do before r leave my house is 100k inthe mirror.

18' 
i"::Ï:*es 

have the feeling that rrm orf somewhere warchi-ns

19. frm concerned about

20. Irm alert to changes

2L. Irm usually aware of

what other people think of me.

in my mood.

my appearance.



extremely uncharacteristic

22. Irm aware of
a problem.

23. Large groups

the way my mind works

make me nervous.

I26

5 extremely characteristic

when I work through
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Appendix G: Other Results



Several significant results were

because they had little or no relevance

because they were uninterpretable. For

are presented below.

r28

not presented in the text either

to the major hypothesis, or

archival_ purposes, these results

MANovA on sel-f-reports of cooperativeness and d.efiance ind.icated
significant effect for cues, F(2,I27) = 5.13r p < .OO7, which was quali_

" fied by an interaction with evaluatíon apprehension , E(2,L27) = 5.67,
p < -oo4- For both effects, d.efiance hras the onry discriminating
variable (SDW = l-.0 for both effects; cooperation SDIrIrs = both . .ZS).
Examination of means ind.icates subjects in the row evaruation apprehen_
sion/cues present condition felt more defiant (E= 3.0) than did subjects
in the 10w evaluation apprehension/cues absent condition (M = 2.r) or
those in either of the high evaluation apprehension conditions ($,s =
2.4 for both high evaluation apprehension conditions). The increase in
reported defi_ance in the low evaluation apprehension,/cues present condi_
tion rikely represent subjects' feelings of resentment from the intro-
duction of behavioural standards (via the cues) when no evaLuation ï¡as
supposed to occur. No other significant effects were observed on
these variabl_es.

Analysis of subjectsr self-reported anxiety, apprehensiveness,
concern over perforrna.nce and feerings of evaluation revealed two
uninterpretable interactions. The meaning of the interaction of evar_u_
ation apprehension and mirror presence tF(4,I25) = 2.7O, p ( .O5l was

unclear since the composite of variables representing this multivariate
effect (a contrast of apprehensiveness on the one hand with anxiety and
concern over performance on the other) was conceptuaLly meaningless.

l',.::,:.,'
i: : i '- :

i:: ::r

| ..r-. .- . -r. .

J:l;):ll:ì:: ir: i;_J.r

i:rì.,i;-':lì:r:::



The interaction of cue presence, sex of subject and experiment.er

LF(4,I25) = 4.29t p < .0031 hras

to identify the characteristics

for this effect.

I29

uninterpretable since it was impossible

of the experimenters that were critical

several higher order interactions were found on self-reported
self-consciousness, includ.ing sex of subject by experimenter, mirror
by evaluation apprehension by experimenter; mirror by cues by sex of
subject by experi-mentér; and mirror by evaruation apprehension by cues

by sex of subject (a11 g's < .035). unfortunately, the pattern of
means associated with each of these effects is quite complex and appear

uninterpretable- This is particularly true of the first three interac-
tions above, in which the experimenters produced quite different resuLts
although they had minimal interaction with subjects. ït is impossibre
to interpret these interactj-ons since it is unclear which qualities of
the experimenters produced. the differences.

MANovA on attri¡utions to the self, the experimenter, the task,
and the subject role revealed only a significant interaction of mirror
and evaluation apprehension that was entirely due to variation in
attributions to the task. since as indicated in the discussion, it is
unclear exactry what effect the mirror had in the present study, it is
impossible Èo interpret this effect.

r::.:1.;..:
ì.'-,.
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